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Abstract
The planning of constraint-based operations using evolutionary algorithms is
an optimization problem that involves finding a chain of operations appearing
in a valid left-right or right-left order. This type of planning can be applied to
autonomous systems where the need to plan actions for one or several agents
is relevant. Current research focuses on developing autonomous management
systems for the use on oil drilling facilities, aiming to replace human-based
micromanaged decisions with artificial intelligent solutions. This thesis de-
scribes one approach for planning sequences of constraint-based operations
formed on an evolutionary algorithm theory.
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1
Introduction
This introduction presents the thesis case and document structure from a top-
view perspective. Problem formulation, research goals and research method
will be stated and the document structure is defined.
1.1 Motivation
The drilling-process in the North Sea has in recent years experienced dra-
matic changes facing new obstacles and subsequently new requirements for
both operations and technology in use for oil drilling and production. Oil
reserves are becoming increasingly sparse and higher demands are set for
both efficiency in oil extraction and for personnel security. Adapting to
new expectancies requires a shift in the current technological paradigm of
oil production, from manual control toward semi-automatic and autonomous
control of drilling oil rigs.
Autonomous systems and methods of artificial intelligence (AI) are portrayed
to play a key part in constructing new solutions that are able to handle sub-
stantial amounts of real-time decisions and as a result to form action plans.
However, challenges arise when planning systems and algorithms are to be
designed according to detailed specifications and at the same time allow a
certain generic threshold for future system evolution and new technologies.
Demands are high; planning algorithms must be efficient and produce opti-
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mal solutions for all possible situations. Real-time factors and constraints
cannot be neglected by decision-making software as such behavior may lead
to the loss of both human lives and multi-billion dollar hardware investments.
1.2 Project Context
This document is a part of Christoffer Dahl’s master thesis at the University
of Oslo, spring semester of 2010. Christoffer Dahl is involved in the AutoCon-
Rig project in partnership with Computas AS where Roar Fjellheim is the
academic supervisor of the thesis. Computas AS has since 2008 been a par-
ticipant in the AutoConRig project and contributed in 2009 with a prototype
framework to enable autonomous control of oil rigs. The unpublished master
thesis contribution entitled ”Towards Autonomous Control of Drilling Rigs”
was authored by Bjørn Tveter [32] and accepted by the University of Oslo.
Tveter, in cooperation with Computas AS employee Stian Aase created a
platform for which autonomous behavior can be implemented and executed
as a part of new oil rig systems technology.
This document expands on some of the findings and problems Tveter and
Aase concluded with.
1.3 AutoConRig Project
The AutoConRig project is a cooperative effort among several Norwegian
companies, universities and research institutes to promote advancement in
the research of autonomous and semi-automated drilling control systems for
oil and gas in High North areas [14, 1]. AutoConRig, partially supported by
the Norwegian Research Council as a part of the Petromaks program, has
set a future vision for next generation oil platforms and production facilities,
aiming to enable self-controlled sub sea oil drilling and petroleum extraction
systems. A main goal in the studies conducted by AutoConRig is to refine
the operational control of oil rigs through the substitution of on-site person-
nel with distant operating crew carrying out commands to the various oil
rigs. The partners of AutoConRig study different fields within engineering
and computer science that may contribute to the main goal of the project.
Figure 1.1 on the facing page visualizes this vision. As of 2009 the key par-
ticipants in AutoConRig consist of; National Oilwell Varco (NOV), Statoil,
Baker Hughes, Computas, Det Norske Veritas, International Research Insti-
tute of Stavanger, University of Stavanger and the University of Oslo.
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Figure 1.1: The AutoConRig Vision of Unmanned Drilling Rigs [14]
1.4 Problem Formulation
Autonomous agents can be used to implement intelligent behavior that in-
corporate operational control of oil rigs. Autonomous behavior in agents or
any other form of self-controlled entity implicitly necessitates some degree of
decision making where planning and plan execution are involved. The plan-
ning of operations in ordered and valid sequences for later execution is one
aspect of autonomous control, and it is this type of problem that is relevant
for researching and building the next generation of intelligent oil platforms.
Handling vast search spaces is one of the main challenges in developing such
a control approach as the speed of finding suitable paths of operations is crit-
ical for the system execution. Evolutionary algorithms are known to be used
for various artificial intelligence purposes as the main goal for such cases is
often to automatically evolve one solution or a set of solutions which partially
or fully solves a domain problem.
We want to investigate the possibilities for utilizing evolutionary algorithms
11
(EA) in operational planning schemes for potential real-time applications in
High North Sea oil rigs. Due to the stochastic nature of evolutionary algo-
rithms there are no guarantees for this class of algorithms to be useful or
even applicable for large scaled planning scenarios. However, some parts,
components or ideas may be found beneficial and can contribute to certain
parts of planning within large search spaces.
1.5 Research Goals
This thesis will explore state of the art material in order to find appropriate
perspectives to apply evolutionary algorithms for planning in autonomous
agents. Sequence planning of operations (explained further in section 2.2)
with the use of variants of evolutionary algorithms is the primary focus of
research for this thesis. However, proposed planning approaches need to
consider underlying definitions from Tveter’s report [32] and also include the
possibility of future expansions. Tveter’s definitions will be stated whenever
found appropriate. Real-time constraints, such as found in both agents and
in oil rigs should be considered in the overall analysis and conclusion of the
proposed planning algorithm.
The materialization of suitable evolutionary algorithms for planning will take
form as an implemented prototype with a set of test cases in order to profile
the results of the metaheuristic configuration. The resulting data reports
should cover briefings of selected initial parameters, algorithm population
details including fitness value and fitness function explanation, and an asso-
ciated analysis of the prototype’s performance and results. As previous work
by [32] includes a forward chaining (FC) prototype to assemble operation se-
quences, it is of interest to benchmark any presented evolutionary algorithm
planner with the forward chaining planner [5].
The research goals can be summarized by the following list:
 Present state of the art evolutionary algorithms material for planning
of constraint-based sequence of operations.
 Examine application data given by Tveter [32] and customize the mate-
rial if necessary so that it is compatible with an implemented prototype.
 Present a formal theory and solution design for the evolutionary algo-
rithm planner.
 Implement prototype planner according to the proposed theory.
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 Test the prototype solution with various search space configurations,
and analyze planner results.
 State a final conclusion of the solution’s usability for the application
domain based on test results and other relevant findings.
1.6 Research Method
The progress and framework of the research is founded on an application and
cased based approach where the method used for planning is already defined
by the context of evolutionary algorithms, rendering the frames of the re-
search as method specific. Furthermore, the case in this document addresses
planning for an autonomous agent with application in future High North
Sea drilling rigs. The research method is therefore intended to examine the
theoretical and practical compatibilities of the application and method in
order to produce a conclusion which details the success of the proposed solu-
tion’s overall applicability. Figure 1.2 visualizes the concept of the mentioned
research method.
Figure 1.2: Research Method Concept
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1.7 Document Structure
This document is divided into nine chapters where each chapter deals with
a particular perspective on the thesis.
Chapter 1 serves as an introduction to the thesis and a light-weight appe-
tizer to the problem area.
Chapter 2 further establishes a background of the problem area and defines
both the problem domain and description.
Chapter 3 expands on the topic of evolutionary algorithms, addressing
state of the art material within the field.
Chapter 4 introduces the tools and frameworks which were used for both
theoretical research and implementation of solution program code.
Chapter 5 covers the planner design through formal theory and explana-
tion.
Chapter 6 details the design by covering technical aspects in regards to its
implementation.
Chapter 7 explains the test data generation used to test the proposed plan-
ning algorithm.
Chapter 8 states the results of the testings and an overall analysis in addi-
tion to a discussion of the findings.
Chapter 9 concludes this thesis with looking at its achievements and final
reflections.
The appendix holds tables containing search results.
The final pages of this thesis contains a paper titled ”A Genetic Algorithm
for Planning Sequences of Constraint-Based Operations” [6] written by the
author and submitted to the ”Autonomous and Intelligent Systems Confer-
ence 2010” [21]. At the time of writing, May 2010, the article is assigned
the status of ”provisionally accepted”. The paper should not be regarded
as a summary of the design and results presented in this thesis as certain
elements and details are different.
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2
Problem Analysis
This chapter brings detailed information about the core problems in the
thesis case. Furthermore, the chapter will expand on the areas which concern
problems related to the application domain and material which some of the
research in this document is based on.
2.1 Domain Description
The basic functions of a drilling rig are stated in this section to give a brief
introduction to the key aspects which govern the operation ability of a drilling
rig. It is not within the scope of this thesis to detail the mechanics, equipment
or workings of drilling rigs, however some of the application data by Tveter
[32] requires further explanation to strengthen the domain understanding. In
order to render an overall picture of the embedded processes in oil recovery,
the life cycle of oil well management can be described as five main phases
[32]:
1. Well planning is the process of forming a well design describing an op-
timal or near-optimal path to the oil reservoir based on pre-calculations
from geophysics, geology and reservoir engineering.
2. Drilling is the process where the drillstring is decreased vertically from
its position on the oil rig toward the bottom of the sea. A bit is attached
at the end of the drillstring and rotated to dig into the soil. When a
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certain depth has been reached, the hole is injected with a metal casing
smaller than that of the diameter of the initial hole and cemented
into the well. The fixed casing serves as a stabilization mechanism to
preserve the walls of the new drilled hole.
3. Completion takes place after a well is drilled and entails further prepa-
rations for production. Small holes, named perforations, are made in
the bottom hole casing with the purpose of enabling the flow of flu-
ids from the reservoir to stream into the wellbore. Chemicals are then
injected into the formation to stimulate the bedrock to produce hydro-
carbons. The final step in this process is to lower a production tubular
into the well and connect it to the bottom hole casing.
4. The production phase involves extracting petroleum from the pre-
pared reservoir. It is during this phase that the equipment used for
drilling and completion is replaced with a production facility.
5. Abandonment of the oil well takes place when the reservoir of petroleum
is empty or the production is considered no longer cost-efficient. Dur-
ing the clean-up process, the well is filled with cement and the casing
is removed.
Further operations explained in this section are primarily derived from the
drilling phase.
2.1.1 Drilling Rig Concepts
A drilling rig performs three main operations: hoisting, rotation and circu-
lation. While hoisting enables the drillstring to be lowered and elevated in
and out of the wellbore, rotation makes the drillstring revolve about its own
axis whilst placed in the wellbore. Circulation serves as a necessary tool for
several aspects, most important is temperature cooling of the drillbit and
to remove debris of earth from the wellbore. The circulation is handled by
the mud circulation system. Performing the task of elevating the drillstring
is done by the draw-work, which is located on the rig itself. The slips are
placed at the drillfloor with the function of gripping the drillstring, conse-
quently securing both the drillstring and the attached drillpipe in a fixed
position. Rotation of the drillstring is managed by the top-drive which is
connected to the traveling block through the hook.
There are four other technical terms that need to be explained:
Casing shoe - the lower end of the cemented section of the well.
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Upper stand - the structure holding the hoisting mechanism.
Derrick - a device which supports the weight of components being hoisted.
Park break - when enabled holds the draw-work in a locked position.
2.1.2 Drilling Control Management
On modern drilling rigs, drilling equipment and operations are manually
operated by personnel in the on-site driller’s cabin. The draw-work, the
top-drive, mud pumps and pipe-handling equipment is therefore remote con-
trolled from a relatively safe location on the rig. The Cyberbase workstation,
as seen in practical use in figure 2.1 on the following page, from National
Oilwell Varco [34] enables the driller to monitor and control rig hardware
through a single interface. Data from sensors can be observed on two screen
monitors and two joysticks on each chair handle with belonging keypads pro-
vide the driller with control of the machinery. Though state of the art drilling
equipment transforms most operations from manual to semi-automatic ex-
ecution, some operations can even further be fully automatized. However,
many operations are left semi-automatic due to the safety value in having
on-site drillers with a visual overview of the drill floor.
The management responsibility for making operational decisions during drilling
is divided into three different layers as the following list explains - ordered
from a top to bottom perspective:
1. The drilling superintendent handles the most difficult and costly
decisions with assistance from drilling engineers and domain experts.
The time unit for decision making ranges from one to multiple hours.
2. The drilling supervisor manages medium sized decisions where re-
sponsibilities include coordination of drilling activities and instructing
the driller how to perform drilling of the well. Decisions are made in
the time range of minutes to hours.
3. The driller, often in plural, has the responsibility of invoking com-
mands directly to the control interface, hence performing management
at the lowest level within the scope of drilling decision making. The
time frame for executing decisions are in the matter of seconds which
is closely related to the handling of the equipment.
As briefly covered in section 1.3, the goal of the AutoConRig project is to
substitute drilling rig personnel with an onshore command and control center.
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Figure 2.1: Driller’s Cabin equipped with Cyberbase Workstation [32, 34]
A key step in this transformation is to strengthen the degree of technical
autonomous behavior in existing processes.
2.2 Problem Description
In Tveter [32] the planning of operations with the intent of altering the sys-
tem’s current state is implemented as a forward chain planning algorithm
[5]. In a realistic environment, such an approach can be regarded as a ”brute
force” mechanism to generate a valid sequence of operations. Because of the
exhaustive time usage of the forward chaining search by Tveter [32], this type
of approach is not appropriate or suitable for real-time planning scenarios on
a drilling rig. Nor does the use of the forward chaining method lend itself
easily to future heuristic or metaheuristic expansions and integrations with
autonomous agents can possibly be regarded as difficult.
The use of evolutionary algorithms for planning is not a new approach. Con-
sidering the unique scheme and configuration of states, operations, precondi-
tions and postconditions as described in [32] (see section 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 for
further explanations), a planning algorithm utilizing evolutionary algorithms
should be investigated to answer some fundamental questions: Is it possible
to utilize evolutionary algorithms for planning in this particular application
domain; if so - how can we approach a solution where evolutionary algo-
rithms are optimized to solve the domain problem. To answer these items,
several topics in evolutionary algorithms should be investigated in order to
18
shed light on what potential benefits and pitfalls exist.
2.2.1 States, Operations and Conditions
Tveter [32] defined three aspects for which planning of operations should be
conducted with; (1) the various sub-states that together embody a single
system state, (2) operations which can execute any type of action result-
ing in the transition of one or several sub-states and (3) conditions for the
operations describing which sub-states must be set before (preconditions)
execution of the particular operation followed by the transition of a set of
sub-states (postconditions). The single system state S consists of a set of
states, states which we also refer to as sub-states, each sub-state Sn reflects
one domain of functionality within the drilling rig mechanics and can be re-
garded as the product of an isolated finite state machine (FSM). To provide a
clearer concept of this notion, figure 2.2 visualizes how the system sub-state
”rotation” behaves as an isolated finite state machine in receiving the two
operation signals ”setRotation” and ”haltRotation”.
Figure 2.2: The Rotation Finite State Machine
In total there are seven identified state machines which constitute the cur-
rent system state. The description of each state machine and its operational
responsibilities are listed in table 2.1 on the facing page. However, this list is
not static or complete for a functional and real-life drilling rig; these descrip-
tions are merely state machines projected in Tveter’s [32] work which this
document will use as a prefixed foundation for building sequences of opera-
tions. Table 2.1 is consequently one representation of pre- and postconditions
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State Machine Description
Bit position Indicates the status of the position on the drilling
rig. The bit position can be above casing shoe,
open hole, less than one stand from casing shoe or
greater than one stand from casing shoe.
Oscillation Details if the drillstring is oscillating or not.
Rotation Indicates whether the drillstring is rotating or not.
Hoisting Can be set to hoisting or not hoisting.
Slips The slips can be active, inactive, in position or
locked.
Park break The park break is either active or inactive.
Circulation Explains whether the mud circulation system is
active or not active.
Table 2.1: Identified State Machines
in a testable search space.
In addition to the state machines, or sub-states, fourteen unique operations
were identified by Tveter [32] in order to provide his framework with realistic
actions that affect the current system state and yield state transitions. These
operations, as stated in table 2.3 on page 22, can be regarded as both signals
to the superset of state machines as well as isolated operations executing a
task on the drilling rig hardware.
2.2.2 Planning Operation Sequences
Planning techniques are used to produce a plan of operations of valid tran-
sitions from a current system state to a target final state. In the case of
planning for application operations such as defined in table 2.3, considera-
tion for each operation’s pre- and postcondition has to be taken into account
when forming valid operation sequences. Figure 2.3 on the next page vi-
sualizes a black box concept where three inputs of operations, initial state
and final state provide the input for the planning algorithm. The planning
algorithm’s responsibility is to provide an output as a sequence of operations
that validate the path from current state to final state. An example planning
problem is addressed in table 2.2 on the following page where four sub-states
are to be transformed from their initial state to the desired final state. A
valid and correct plan for the given conditions is the following sequence:
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Initial States Final States
BitPosition =
LessThan1StandFromCasedSection
BitPosition = CasedSection
Hoisting = Hoisting Hoisting = NotHoisting
Slips = InActive Slips = Active
ParkBreak = InActive ParkBreak = Active
Table 2.2: Example Planning Problem
haltHoisting, gotoCasedSection, activateSlips, lockSlips, activateParkBreak
Figure 2.3: Black Box Concept of Operation Sequence Planning
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Operation Description
haltHoisting Stops the vertical movement of the drillstring.
gotoCasedSection Hoists the drillstring above casing shoe.
centerHookPosition Elevates or lowers the drillstring until 50% of the
upper stand is above the drill floor. The hook is
then roughly half-way to the top of the derrick.
gotoMaxHookPosition Elevates the drillstring as much as possible.
haltRotation Stops the rotation of the drillstring.
setRotation Starts the rotation of the drillstring.
lockSlips Lowers the drillstring in order to lock the slips.
releaseSlips Hoists the drillstring in order to unlock and con-
sequently release the slips.
activateSlips Wraps the slips around the drillstring.
deactivateSlips Positions the slips away from the drillstring.
activateParkBreak Activates the park break on the hoisting machin-
ery.
deactivateParkBreak Releases and opens the park break on the hoisting
machinery.
setCirculation Starts the process of drillstring circulation.
stopCirculation Ends the process of drillstring circulation.
Table 2.3: Identified Operations
2.3 Related Work and Research
Various forms of planning and scheduling have been researched in the domain
of evolutionary algorithms. Scheduling problems holds many similarities to
our problem case as one or several constraints must be considered when
evolving a solution. Time, task order and resources are example constraints
which should be considered when attempting to evolve a solution for the
specific application. In addition to scheduling, a wide span of problem areas
have been applied with approaches for planning, some examples include ge-
netic programming robot motion planning [36], genetic algorithm irrigation
planning [24] and logistics planning [35]. Though such designs are both the-
oretically and practically constructed and explained, these approaches are in
general domain specific and in some cases simplified instances of the general
planning problem. An investigation of evolutionary algorithms, constraints
handling and other theories is therefore further carried out in the following
chapter.
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3
State of the Art
Throughout this chapter we will present state of the art material of evolu-
tionary algorithms and connected subjects which may be relevant for the
problem case and prototype implementation. The final sections of the chap-
ter illustrate the possibilities of enhancing evolutionary algorithms through
combination with other types of theories and metaheuristic techniques.
3.1 Evolutionary Algorithms
The topic of evolutionary algorithms is an interdisciplinary field of science
with several sub classes and differing approaches toward stochastic and meta-
heuristic problem solving. Gathering topics such as philosophy, biology,
mathematics and computer science, evolutionary algorithms contain traces
of Darwinian legacy, Alan Turing’s intellectual heritage and more recently
Richard Dawkins’ proposal of memes [8], influencing the exploration of hybrid
genetic algorithms. The notion of an evolutionary algorithm does not implic-
itly describe the workings of an exact algorithm, but rather the fundamental
theory which when implemented constitutes an evolutionary algorithm. Fur-
ther classification and taxonomy explanations are covered in section 3.1.2 on
the following page.
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3.1.1 Brief History Overview
The decades of the mid-20th century spawned new tools in mathematical
and natural sciences as the potential of electronic calculation machines in-
creased. Alan Turing in forefront presented the idea of machinery resembling
natural phenomenon such as theorizing on connectionism, leading to further
exploration and study of artificial neural networks. However, Turing was one
of the first to propose a genetical or evolutionary search to train his unorga-
nized calculation machines [29].
”There is the genetical or evolutionary search by which a combination of
genes is looked for, the criterion being survival value. The remarkable suc-
cess of this search confirms to some extent the idea that intellectual activity
consists mainly of various kinds of search” - Alan Turing [31].
In the 1960’s, three independent groups of scientists researched some of the
most fundamental mechanisms observed from nature. The scientists based
their research on one of Alan Turing’s propositions from 1948, where Turing
proposed a ”genetical or evolutionary search” [9, 31, 29] as cited above. In
the United States, John Holland developed a technique where the heuristic
approach in an algorithm was based on the principle of recombination be-
tween possible solutions to promote an optimal solution for any given problem
[9]. Holland’s method adopted concepts from genetic evolution in the sense
that a potential solution could be regarded as a chromosome and that the
chromosome had a fixed set of genes which is the result of inheritance and
evolution [13]. The genes of new chromosomes, the children, in a population
would gradually change as the children inherited genes from both of their
respective parents. Holland’s work and methods are today known as genetic
algorithms. Ingo Rechenburg and Hans-Paul Schwefel based in Germany de-
veloped similar ideas on how to perform a heuristic search [9]. In contrast to
Holland, Rechenburg and Schwefel focused on the mutation of possible solu-
tions rather than recombination. Their work would result in what is named
evolution strategies.
3.1.2 Classification and Taxonomy
Evolutionary algorithms are a group of metaheuristic methods with shared
techniques to evolve solution candidates where the main algorithm compo-
nents mirror natural biological units and concepts such as genes, chromo-
somes, mating, mutation and natural selection. The set of solution candi-
dates are stochastically evolved in an attempt to find an optimal solution
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for the target problem. A solution candidate is often coined by the term
a chromosome or individual [9, 4]. Each chromosome in a population can
be regarded as a set of properties referred to as genes that when combined
reflects a possible solution. A gene should be encoded to a computer under-
standable format such as byte, an integer, a string or a custom data type
available for inspection by various operators in the evolutionary algorithm.
The set of genes is exposed for alteration by operators such as recombination
and mutation through the evolution-based search.
A general evolutionary algorithm can be described by the following eight-
tuple as defined by Ba¨ck [2]:
EA = (I,Φ,Ω,Ψ, s, ı, µ, λ)
where I represents the space of individuals. Φ :I→R denotes the fitness func-
tion assigning real values to individuals, also known as the fitness value. Ω
represents a set of probabilistic genetic and evolutionary operators, s denotes
the selection operator, µ the number of parent individuals and λ the number
of offspring. ı : Iµ → {true, false} explains the termination criterion for
the algorithm. Ψ : Iµ → Iµ describes the complete process of transforming
population P into a subsequent population by applying the genetic operators
Ω and selection s [2].
Figure 3.1 visualizes the four main specific evolutionary algorithms.
Figure 3.1: The Set of Evolutionary Algorithms Variants
Each of the four main specific evolutionary algorithms have their own prop-
erties that can reflect different domains of use. The specific algorithms were
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created independently to cover various needs, though there has also been
proposed hybrids and variants that apply different techniques borrowed from
other types of heuristic and metaheuristic approaches.
Genetic algorithms - Likely the most widely known type of evolution-
ary algorithms. Genetic algorithms were developed from a biological
perspective with the intent of improving the understanding of nature
through simulating evolution. The topic of genetic algorithms will be
further covered and explored in section 3.2.
Genetic programming - Genetic programming was single-authored by the
American John R. Koza at Stanford University. The vision and idea
behind genetic programming is to let evolution create and evaluate
programs that can be executed either through human or machine in-
terpretation. Genetic programming is covered in section 3.3.
Evolutionary strategies - As a result of the impossibility to describe and
solve certain optimization problems analytically or through the use of
other methods, evolutionary strategies were developed. Minor muta-
tions are applied on a n-dimensional real-valued vector and compared
to its belonging parent where the better of the two individuals is saved
for later processing. Evolutionary strategies are not further covered in
this document.
Evolutionary programming - Individuals are in evolutionary program-
ming symbolically represented as the transition table of a finite state
machine and through mutation of only one offspring the individual
could be different from its population either by an output symbol, a
state transition, the number of states, or the initial state [2]. Thus, evo-
lutionary programming regards solution candidates as complete finite
state machines which either can be executed by a computer program
or viewed and analyzed by human interpretation. The topic of evolu-
tionary programming will not be further covered in this document.
3.2 Genetic Algorithms
Genetic algorithms are as briefly mentioned in section 3.1.2 a specific algo-
rithm in the field of evolutionary algorithms. Throughout this section we
will outline the core theory and framework that enable and identifies genetic
algorithms.
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3.2.1 Chromosome Encoding
In order for a genetic algorithm to evolve a set of solution candidates, the
chromosomes which are to be evolved need to contain a set of data with one or
several associated data formats. The data and data formats contained inside
each chromosome should reflect a possible solution search space so that it
is achievable for the gene representation to become a valid goal for a given
target. A gene is used to term the occurrence of one data element residing
in the chromosome; hence a set of genes constitutes a chromosome. Letting
Ci denote the chromosome and n the number of genes where G describes the
gene, then the following representation is valid:
Ci = [G1, G2, ..., Gn]
3.2.2 Gene Encoding
Depending on the particular solution to be evolved, there are multiple ap-
proaches for how genes can be encoded. Genes may be encoded uniformly
such that all genes in a chromosome share the same data format and struc-
ture. Such a design was originally used as Holland composed a chromosome
of single bits where each bit, set at value one or zero, denoted a gene. The
gene encoding can also differ in a chromosome. In addition to uniformly
assembled chromosomes, genes can be designed and encoded separately. E.g.
the first gene can hold a 32-bit integer value, second gene a 16-bit integer
value and the third gene a bit value. The implications for the latter approach
merely suggests that each gene’s encoding should be considered when apply-
ing evolutionary operators and fitness function. A hybrid solution of gene
designs would lead to replicated groupings of gene encodings which would
yield a recognizable pattern of the gene structure.
3.2.3 Recombination
Recombination of chromosomes is one of several evolutionary algorithms op-
erators to ensure variation for individuals as evolution progresses. Recombin-
ing chromosomes, or performing a crossover, can be regarded as an equivalent
method to natural biological mating where two individuals produce one or
several offspring. In genetic algorithms, recombination is executed by select-
ing typically two parent chromosomes from a population and then selecting a
locus that describes which genes from the parent chromosomes should be in-
jected into the offspring. A purpose of recombination is to achieve exploration
of the fitness space. As such, recombination causes leaps into undiscovered
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areas of the search space, reducing the chances of the search getting fixed in
a local optimum. Figure 3.2 demonstrates the recombination of two chro-
mosomes (parent 1 and parent 2) with binary genotype encoding and the
result of this recombination (child) through the locus value of four. As seen
in figure 3.2, the first four bits of parent 1 are inherited to the offspring’s
first four bits, and the last two bits of parent 2 inherited to the offspring’s
last two bits.
Figure 3.2: Genetic Algorithms One-Point Crossover Operator
3.2.4 Mutation
As another step to ensure variation in a population and prevent prema-
ture convergence, mutation can be applied with probability of occurring pm
[9, 4]. Mutation of genes facilitates the possibility of future generation popu-
lations to explore the local neighbor-space of its chromosome representation,
contributing to an exploitation of the fitness landscape. There are several
methods which can be used to mutate the genes of a chromosome, and the in-
tent behind these operators is to alter one or several genes, either through the
swapping of genes, or incremental or decremental adjustment of a gene’s value
[9, 4]. Depending on the representative encoding of gene, some mutation op-
erators may be more favorable than others. E.g. applying bit-wise mutation
on a gene with a character string encoding may lead to an unnecessary in-
crease in the search space. Whereas applying domain reduction principles
permitting only mutation within the character set of [0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,A..Z]
may be of a greater benefit for the chromosome as a potential solution. Fig-
ure 3.3 on the next page demonstrates a straight-forward single bit mutation
from source to target individual.
3.2.5 Selection Mechanisms
An important aspect in evolutionary algorithms is to select chromosomes for
further evaluation and breeding through the Darwinian principal of ”survival
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Figure 3.3: Genetic Algorithms Single-Bit Mutation Operator
of the fittest” [7]. There are mainly two selections that need to be taken into
consideration when evolving solution candidates; the selection of existing
chromosomes to serve as parents and the survivor selection of their offspring
[9, 4]. However, persistently selecting chromosomes with the highest fitness
values for further breeding throughout an entire search may prove to hinder
certain genes or gene combinations to be inherited for future generations, thus
minimizing the chance for a global optimum to occur. A counter measure
for this problem is handled by reserving a small amount of positions, or
slots, for less fitted chromosomes in next generation pools. Multiple survivor
selection mechanisms can be applied to any evolutionary algorithm. Fitness
proportional selection, also known as roulette-wheel selection, [9, 4] is one
of the selection mechanisms that provides a straight-forward approach to
mathematically prove the chance for individual Ci to be selected into a set of
suitable parents, hence possibly allowing a chromosome’s offspring to advance
to the next generation. Fitness proportionate selection divides the absolute
fitness value of Ci by the sum of the absolute values of the entire population n.
Where fi represents the fitness value of the chromosome and pi the probability
of individual Ci being selected for further breeding. Expression 3.1 shows the
mathematical notation for the fitness proportional selection.
pi =
fi∑n
j=1 fj
, 0 < pi 6 1 (3.1)
Other types of selection methods include elitist selection and tournament
selection. These techniques will not be covered further.
3.2.6 Chromosome Fitness Evaluation
Assessing a chromosome’s fitness value is achieved through the invocation of
the fitness evaluation function. The fitness evaluation function serves as a
controller in which all chromosomes of a population have to be evaluated and
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assigned a quality measure [9, 4]. According to how the chromosome eval-
uates in the fitness function related to a target, a fitness value is assigned
to the chromosome. In optimization scenarios where the chromosome should
correspond to a solution where the global optimum is an optimized solution,
the name objective function is often used instead of fitness function. Im-
plementing a fitness function should be done on the basis of the particular
application in use and within the value domain of a chromosome.
A concrete example for fitness evaluation can be demonstrated through a
scenario where the solution target is the highest gene pair corresponding to√
g2 = g1. Assuming each chromosome Ci holds two genes of encoding type
integer. Algorithm 1 provides pseudocode for this maximization scenario.
Input: Chromosome C=(g1, g2)
Output: Fitness value
if g1
2 = g2 then
Fitness value = g2
else
Fitness value = 0
end
Algorithm 1: Example Fitness Evaluation Pseudocode
3.3 Genetic Programming
First introduced by John R. Koza, the term ”genetic programming” (GP)
initially appeared in 1990 with a paper entitled ”Genetic Programming: A
Paradigm for Genetically Breeding Populations of Computer Programs to
Solve Problems” [15]. Koza presented a method for evolving executable pro-
grams, or more precisely formulated; tree structures with computer under-
standable instructions and expressions with the intent of being invoked and
evaluated. This approach can be regarded as dynamic programming where an
initial valid program structure is evolved over a period of time in order to seek
a rightful answer to any given problem formulation. In genetic programming,
populations are represented as computer program structures in tree formats
where the fitness function determines which individuals should be included in
future generations of the search. Due to this metaheuristic perspective and
natural biological simulating approach, genetic programming is recognized
as a subset of evolutionary algorithms. Koza originally used binary trees as
structures where each node could have no more than two children nodes. Ev-
ery node in the binary tree belongs to a corresponding operator function or a
programming language construct, except for terminal nodes which serves as
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pure operands. Thus, expressions with both computer language and mathe-
matical syntax can be evaluated through execution or interpretation. Binary
Figure 3.4: A Genetic Programming Individual Represented as a Binary Tree
tree structures were first formed in compliance with the natural syntax of the
LISP language by reason of the language’s native and built-in adoptions of
lists. However, since the creation of genetic programming, several program-
ming languages, such as Java and C++, have been used in cooperation with
the methodology of genetic programming. Though it is significant to note
that genetic programming as a metaheuristic attempt to evolve a computer
program solution is not necessarily computer language dependent. E.g. the
sample mathematical expression:
(10− abs(X)) ∗ (20 + ( Y
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))
can be denoted in a binary tree as visualized by figure 3.4. In pursuit of
a correct mathematical syntax, the tree shown in figure 3.4 should be read
depth-first and from left-to-right in order to correctly form the exact expres-
sion mentioned above. Figure 3.9 on page 34 depicts the overall evolution
approach for genetic programming according to Koza [16].
3.3.1 Operators
As with genetic algorithms, genetic programming uses evolutionary operators
to evolve a target population. There are mainly two operators used in genetic
programming; single reproduction and crossover [16]. In addition, mutation
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as an evolutionary operator can be regarded as the third operator in genetic
programming though Koza has warned against the overuse of mutation [16].
Single reproduction operates by selecting one individual from population N
and copying the same individual to population M . This occurs without any
change or manipulations of the target individual, as such the genes are merely
passed forward into the next generation pool. The crossover operator works
by having two parents selected and furthermore selects random nodes from
where sub trees should be extracted and exchanged. To demonstrate this,
figure 3.5 visualizes two individuals A and B as parents with expressions
(10−abs(X)) ∗ (20 + ( Y
30
)) and (X− 5) + (Y + 15). The random locus points
chosen for sub tree exchange in A and B in figure 3.5, figure 3.6, figure 3.7
and figure 3.8 are 6 and 2, respectively.
Figure 3.5: Two Selected Parent Individuals
Figure 3.6: Two Chosen Subtrees
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Figure 3.7: Two Remainders After Subtree Extraction
Figure 3.8: Two Offspring as the Result of Crossover
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Figure 3.9: Flowchart of Evolution Approach in Genetic Programming [16]
3.3.2 Genetic Programming Planning
Planning in artificial intelligence can be regarded as the attempt to find a
plan that conveys information from various sensors about the state of do-
main objects and subsequently utilize that information to select a sequence
of actions and events to change the state of the objects in the system [26].
Traditional AI planning systems can be described as systems that have three
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input factors; initial state, goal description and operator schemata. The ini-
tial state denotes the current value of domain variables, e.g. indexes, lists
and registers that are in use with respect to the plan goal. Whereas the goal
description serves as a condition for what the mathematical definition of a
valid and legal goal constitutes. The operator schemata holds descriptions
of actions that can be executed in order to establish a plan. Likewise, the
output product of an AI planning system is an operator schemata entailing
the means of how to transit from initial state to target goal within the do-
main of the inputted operator schemata. Planning in genetic programming,
also referred to as genetic planning [26], can be regarded as the attempt to
evolve one program or a set of programs that when executed will fulfill one
or several goal descriptions. Spector [26] explains this attempt accordingly:
”GP systems produce programs; AI planning systems produce plans. Inso-
far as a plan is a program for an execution module, one can use a GP system
as a planning system-one can use a GP system to evolve a plan which, when
executed in the context of a given initial state, achieves a given set of goals.”
Spector [26] further introduces four strategies for evolving plans in genetic
programming. The proposed strategies consider both search case and domain
and are thus used in variable situations where top-goal algorithm design dif-
fers:
1. Evolve programs through simulation and assess each independent indi-
vidual’s fitness according to goal description.
2. Evolve programs to achieve a given set of goals from a variety of initial
conditions.
3. Evolve complete domain-dependent planners.
4. Evolve programs where each program has a partial order in the plan
completely domain-independent.
3.3.3 Example Planning Case
Koza [15] presented his first suggestion to genetic programming planning
in 1990 and introduced the case of ”Block Stacking” - the planning for a
stack of blocks with letters to be sorted according to a goal sequence, e.g.
words such as ”UNIVERSAL” or ”ROBOT”. At the time of the paper’s
publishing, LISP was often the preferred programming language for use in
artificial intelligence as well as for genetic programming. The desired outcome
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of the search is intended to have the form of a computer program consisting
of LISP-expressions which can sort any blocks into correct order from an
arbitrary base configuration. Figure 3.10 depicts the main components used
in the approach for a solution of the ”Block Stacking” problem:
 The stack - a list of blocks which in the desired final configuration
should hold the correct sequence of blocks corresponding to the goal
sequence.
 The table - a set of blocks currently not in the stack. The table must
at algorithm termination be empty in order to satisfy the desired final
configuration.
Figure 3.10: The Stack, Table and Blocks
In order to evolve a plan for sorting blocks into correct combinations, Koza
[15] identified several symbols and analogies for the particular strategy in
order to evolve a program that sorts the blocks. Furthermore, Koza [15]
used three domain-specific functions in his planning algorithm:
MS - Takes one input argument X and moves block X to the top of the stack
if X is on the table.
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MT - Moves top block from the stack onto the table if the stack contains
the block given by input argument X.
DU - Takes two arguments; work and predicate. Work will be repeated until
predicate is fulfilled.
In addition to the three domain-dependent functions listed above, Koza [15]
added the Boolean Common LISP operators NOT (negation) and EQ (equal-
ity) to be permitted in the search space of functions. Subsequently, the com-
bined set of allowed operations for solving the ”Block Stacking” problem
contains five operators: MS, MT, DU, NOT and EQ.
Supplying the evolving schemata with domain data input is accomplished
through three sensor symbols: TB, NN and CS. Each of the sensors provides
current domain input in the form of block values for the evolution iteration:
TB - Gives the last block in the stack equal to the last block in a correct
sequence in the goal target.
CS - Specifies the top block of the stack.
NN - Indicates the next needed block in the stack.
Combining the domain-specific functions and the sensor symbols, a domain
of both valid operators and operands is formed. All other LISP operators
and operands (textual and numerical) are disbanded from any participation
in the evolutionary search.
The calculation of each program’s fitness function was conducted on the
basis of environment cases where each case represents an initial configura-
tion of the table and the stack. Koza [15] created 166 environmental cases
which held both sorted and unsorted configurations of blocks on the stack.
The fitness value was then calculated on the basis of which program solved
most of the cases, i.e. solution candidates with fitness level 0 indicated no
productive program composition, whilst solution candidates with a fitness
value of 166 produced a plan for the desired final configurations for all initial
environment cases. Hence, the fitness value was assigned to the candidate
accordingly to 166 tests which yielded fail or pass as only result. In total,
2391 block movements were required by the final solution to satisfy the con-
figurations for all the 166 environment cases. The final LISP expression for
solving the ”Block Stacking”-problem is stated in figure 3.11 on the following
page.
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Figure 3.11: Final Solution LISP Code for ”Block Stacking” Problem
Translating the LISP code as shown in figure 3.11 to pseudocode, the final
solution program describes: (1) While there is still a block in the stack,
move top block of the stack to the table. (2) While there are blocks still
needed to be put on the stack, move next needed block onto the stack. The
equal-operator (3) merely functions as a join-connector for the two while-
expressions and will consequentially not affect the execution of the two DU-
operators.
3.4 Evolutionary Algorithms and Constraint
Handling
Constraint satisfaction problems (CSPs) [30] arise when variables of a par-
ticular set should satisfy certain constraints on values. CSP is a common
solution approach to solving planning and scheduling problems, and as such
of relevance to this thesis. A CSP can be denoted through 〈X,D,C〉 where X
holds a set of variables, D the domain of values and C the set of constraints.
Each constraint in C can be described as Cn = 〈t, R〉 where t denotes a set
of variables and R a set of tuples of values with same size as t. The solution
for a CSP is subsequently given when all constraints C are satisfied through
X such that function v : X → D validates for all relations R in C through
(v(x1), v(x2), ..., v(xn)) ∈ R. In the context of evolutionary algorithms, a
gene or a chromosome may be dependent on one or more criteria of distinc-
tive configuration for the gene or chromosome to pose as a feasible solution
candidate. As the most common evolutionary algorithm operators do not
take into consideration or process constraints by default, theories have been
established to tackle challenges where constraints among individuals in any
given population are unavoidable in order to reach a global optimum. Fol-
lowing, we divide evolutionary algorithm constraint handling into two main
categories [4]:
Direct constraint handling Adaptation of operators to tackle constraint
handling for a given search scenario.
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Indirect constraint handling Incorporate constraint checking and pro-
cessing in the fitness function.
Direct constraint handling enforces constraint management responsibilities
onto the evolutionary algorithms operators. As opposed to indirect con-
straint handling, this approach rules out the practice of fitness evaluation
functionality to weight or score an individual based on the contained con-
straints [4]. In consequence, operators such as recombining and mutating
solution candidates must implement constraint relation-checking and in ad-
dition repair any invalid or broken constraint relations. As such, the direct
constraint handling guides the evolutionary search by directly intervening in
”less fitted” chromosomes by repairing the individual’s constraints. In con-
trast, indirect constraint handling does not intervene in the evolution pro-
cess and will dispatch unfitted chromosomes. Indirect constraint handling
enforces all constraint handling onto the fitness function and evaluates the
chromosome’s fitness according to a constraint validation scheme. This strat-
egy leaves the evolutionary algorithm operators intact and fully standardized,
whilst solution candidates dominated with invalid or bogus relations will ef-
fectively throughout the search be avoided by the selection mechanism as a
result of a low fitness score and consequently ”die” out.
Figure 3.12: Evolutionary Algorithms Constraint Handling Taxonomy
Demonstrating the principle of direct and indirect constraint handling, a
scenario can be given where the desired final outcome of the search is to
find the very last four characters of any given alphanumerical sequence. In
this example, named ”Last letters”, the English alphabet is used for the
sake of simplicity and common recognition. In the case of direct constraint
handling, the fitness evaluation function will calculate and assign the fitness
score accordingly to the sequence index of the characters in the designated
alphanumerical set; e.g. the letter ”A” is assigned numerical value 1, ”B” is
assigned numeric value 2, and so forth. The best solution will subsequently
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have the fitness value of 98 ((W, 23)+(X, 24)+(Y, 25)+(Z, 26)) and the lowest
possible score is thusly 10 ((A, 1)+(B, 2)+(C, 3)+(D, 4)). The constraint in
this scenario entails each letter to have an assigned numeric value one more
than its predecessor - and in the event of non-sorted character sets the fit-
ness function is given permission to adopt any suitable punishment necessary.
Figure 3.13 sketches the conceptual flow of direct constraint handling with
three chromosomes paired with two genes each consisting of a set of two
characters. All but one chromosome contains a false constraint, in that the
letter ”C” is misplaced after the letter ”E”. Such an assembly can be the
case after an initial random generation of the chromosomes. As the faulty
relationship between ”E” and ”C” is passed forward by the mutation and
recombination operator, so is the letter ”M” yielded after mutation has ran-
domly replaced ”G” with ”M”. As direct constraint handling enforces the
operators to perform consistency checking and repair on the various relations
within the genes, the chromosomes will at any given time be correct and al-
ways contain valid relations. Consequently, the fitness function does not
need to consider or take into account faulty chromosome’s when evaluating
the solution candidates.
Figure 3.13: Evolutionary Algorithms Constraint Handling Example
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3.5 Hybrid Genetic Algorithms
Genetic algorithms can in combination with local search under right circum-
stances propagate an enhanced or more successful search. Such a solution
approach is referred to as a hybrid genetic algorithm, or sometimes ”memetic
algorithms”. El-Mihoub et al. [27] explains the usability of hybrid genetic
algorithms:
”Although genetic algorithms can rapidly locate the region in which the global
optimum exists, they take a relatively long time to locate the exact local opti-
mum in the region of convergence [...] A combination of a genetic algorithm
and a local search method can speed up the search to locate the exact global
optimum.”
Hybrid genetic algorithms have in the last decade received increased atten-
tion from researches as studies indicate vast improvements for search-related
problems with the use of evolutionary search in combination with local search
methods, such as simulated annealing, descent local search, greedy heuris-
tics and tabu search. There are several configurations for which evolutionary
hybrid search algorithms can be fused depending on the individual problem
case. El-Mihoub et al. [27] characterizes five main areas for improvement in
hybrid approaches:
Improving solution quality Holland suggested [27] that genetic algorithms
could serve as preprocessors performing initial searches before local
search methods are executed to optimize the final population search
space. Such an approach will also function against genetic drift through
the enabling of fair representation of different search areas and conse-
quently lower the possibility of premature convergence.
Improving efficiency As a potential result of incorporating a local search
into a genetic algorithms, accumulated usage of memory, CPU and
search time can be reduced as a local search locates the local optimum
whilst genetic algorithms isolate the most promising areas of the search
space.
Guarantee feasible solutions In constrained optimization problems (see
previous section), the evolutionary operators can contribute to the oc-
currence of invalid or infeasible solution candidates, thus wasting search
time and machine resources. Problem-specific knowledge (PSK) meth-
ods can be used as preventive measures against this type of risk through
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either discouraging or repairing infeasible solution candidates. The par-
tial matched crossover is an example of such a PSK method where the
operator considers order-based problems and avoids generation of in-
feasible solution candidates.
Fitness function estimation By replacing high-cost accurate fitness eval-
uation of the chromosomes with a low-cost approximate fitness assign-
ment procedure it is possible to reduce the search time. A widely used
method to achieve fitness approximation is done through incorporating
neural network models in the fitness evaluation process.
Operation substitution It is possible to utilize other techniques from third-
party search methods to perform one or more of the evolutionary algo-
rithm operations. One possible approach to this is replacing standard
evolutionary algorithm operators with other techniques such as estima-
tion of distribution algorithms or probabilistic model-building genetic
algorithms.
3.5.1 Hybrid Simulated Annealing and Genetic Algo-
rithms
To further investigate a concrete example of a hybrid genetic algorithm
(HGA), the work in [22] has been studied. The approach in [22] builds
on blending simulated annealing with genetic algorithms. Simulated anneal-
ing is a metaheuristic global optimization technique in which a randomized
search is conducted as an attempt to provide a near optimal solution. An-
nealing, as a physical phenomenon, is a metallurgical technique in which
metal is gradually cooled down from a molten state to the thermo dynami-
cal lowest energy state [33]. The procedure of simulated annealing starts by
identifying a problem state given as a range of values as associated parame-
ters. State transitions are then executed by changing the state values using
Boltzmann distribution function in order to minimize the value of a target
objective function. For each state transition the temperature T is reduced
by a fixed and small amount.
Any optimization scenario can under simulated annealing be represented
as a pair (S, f) where S ∈ Rn and f : S → R denotes an n-dimensional
real-valued bounded function. The objective is to find xmin ∈ S such that
f(xmin) gives the global minimum value of the bounded function f . Conse-
quently, xmin ∈ S should be valid for all x ∈ S : f(xmin) 6 f(x). Pseudocode
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for simulated annealing is shown in algorithm 2, which will later be used as
reference for an hybrid approach with genetic algorithms.
Input: T
Input: x
while !Termination condition do
for I = 1 to L do
Generate y from x
if f(y)− f(x) 6 0 then
x = y
end
else if exp[−(f(y)− f(x)/T ] > rand[0, 1] then
x = y
end
end
Lower T
end
Algorithm 2: Simulated Annealing Algorithm Pseudocode
In terms of combining simulated annealing with genetic algorithms, the ap-
proach taken by [22] utilizes the population P at generation P (n) to contain
solution candidates. After initialization of the variables the initial popula-
tion is evaluated and fitness values are assigned, furthermore fmax is extracted
from the best fitted chromosome. The crossover and mutation operators are
applied after the core simulated annealing technique is executed. Finally, fit-
ness values are distributed to each individual and T is decreased, as defined
in pseudocode for algorithm 3 on the following page. Several problem cases
were studied in [22] to examine potential gains by using a hybrid approach as
mentioned above. Conclusions rendered a rough picture of accelerated con-
vergence in compared to search configurations where only genetic algorithms
were implemented. Figure 3.14 on the next page depicts a graph where aver-
age runs are represented by both hybrid genetic algorithms, in this case with
simulated annealing, and classical genetic algorithms (CGA). Left Y-axis
denotes the fitness value whilst the X-axis describes the generation count.
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Input: T
Input: P (g)
Initialize (T, P (g)) Evaluate P (g) with fitness function
fmax = Maximum fitness of P (g)
while !Termination condition do
g = g + 1
for I = 1 to N do
if fmax − f(xj) 6 0 then
Select xj from P (g) and set fmax to f(xj)
end
else if exp [- (fmax − f(xj))/T ] > random[0, 1] then
Select xj from P (g)
end
else
Select x corresponding to fmax
end
end
Perform crossover operator on P (g)
Perform mutation operator on P (g)
Evaluate P (g + 1) with fitness function
Lower T
end
Algorithm 3: HGA with Simulated Annealing Pseudocode
Figure 3.14: HGA compared to CGA [22]
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Figure 3.15: Sample Transition Sequence
3.6 State-based Representation
Examining state-based representation and related techniques in conjunction
with evolutionary algorithms may enhance the understanding of possibilities
related to sequence planning. The material contained in this section has
mostly been researched in the domain of evolutionary algorithms for test
data generation [19, 3], however the same chromosome representations and
fitness function techniques can be utilized for other applications, e.g normal-
ized distance values and approximation levels.
Lefticaru et al. [17] discuss the possibilities of utilizing dynamic test data
generation in synergy with genetic algorithms on the basis of finite state
machines as structures. With the use of state machine diagrams as a rep-
resentation for a system’s various states and transitions between states, it
is possible to map paths that connect states to one another with associated
transition predicates and guards. The W-method [17] can be used to gen-
erate two sets of symbol sequences that contribute to a testing foundation
for state machines; a transition cover that reaches every state of a FSM,
and a characterization set that holds at least one sequence of labels for each
pair of distinct states. Generating sequences of transitions, or a transition
tree, with belonging coverage criteria from a state machine model is then
possible. Lefticaru et al. [17] proposes a test data generation strategy that
derives a transition tree from a state machine which can be further utilized
by constructing a test-sequence that realizes the criteria in the transition
tree. Input parameters that trigger the methods in the test-sequence must
then be found. A chromosome can be encoded to represent a specific path
in a state machine by holding a list of input values for each transition be-
tween states in the path. The chromosome will depict a solution for a path
when the transitions between states are determined and potential associated
conditions to the transitions are valid. Figure 3.15 demonstrates a transition
sequence with two transitions and preconditions, where a possible solution
for the target sequence can be given by chromosome C = (x1,x2) , C x1−2
= (11, 21).
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3.6.1 Fitness Evaluation
A fixed approach for calculating a chromosome’s fitness value in a state-based
testing context is proposed in [17]. Two main metrics are used to constitute
the fitness value; the approximation level and the branch level. This ap-
proach is regarded as a combined approach [23]. The approximation level
serves as a measurement which purpose is to indicate how close a chromo-
some is to a given path. Letting X denote the total sum of transitions, then
by decrementing X for each step closer to a target node, an approximation
level defines the distance between a chromosome’s current node and the ter-
minal node in a transition sequence. For a chromosome that follows a target
path, the approximation level will be zero. However, to be able to identify
aberrations from a target path, a branch level is used to hold the objective
function value of a guard condition. Table 3.1 on the next page, based on
presentations from [17], connects Tracey’s objective functions with relational
predicates that can be found in a transition condition.
The branch level denotes how close the chromosome was to successfully
validate the precondition predicate associated with a transition by calcu-
lating the normalized objective function. Normalizing the branch level is
in [17] explained as mapping the branch level to [0,1) through function
Norm(d) = 1.05−d using constant K = 1 for Tracey’s objective functions.
Consequently, when a guard expression is evaluated as a false expression, the
chromosome’s branch level will increase proportionally to how far away the
input was to evaluate the guard expression as true.
On the basis of the approximation level and the branch level, a fitness value
for any given chromosome can then be formulated as fitness value = ap-
proximation level + normalized branch level [17]. Algorithm 4 on the facing
page states the pseudocode of the fitness evaluation for one chromosome per
sequence of transitions.
3.6.2 Example Transition
A closer examination of the fitness evaluation approach proposed in [17] can
be done by demonstrating a simple transition with a belonging guard. Figure
3.16 represents a transition with one associated guard, stating that a given
input value must exceed the numerical constant 100. Assuming that the
amount of chromosomes generated for this example test is Cn = 5, where
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Relational Predicate Objective Function
a = b If abs(a− b) = 0 then 0 else abs(a− b) + K
a 6= b If abs(a− b) 6= 0 then 0 else K
a < b If (a− b) < 0 then 0 else (a− b) +K
a 6 b If (a− b) 6 0 then 0 else (a− b) +K
a > b If (b− a) < 0 then 0 else (b− a) +K
a > b If (b− a) 6 0 then 0 else (b− a) +K
Table 3.1: Tracey’s objective functions for relational predicates [17]
Input: Target path S with methods [m1,...,mn]
Input: The path’s guards G [g1,...,gn]
Input: Solution candidate chromosome C
Output: Fitness value
approximation level = ( n - 1 )
foreach mi in S do
if !gi then
Calculate objective function
Return approximation level + normalized objective function
of gi
else
approximation level = approximation level - 1
Invoke method mi with input values from C
end
end
Return 0
Algorithm 4: Fitness Evaluation Pseudocode
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Figure 3.16: Single Transition
Chromosome Condition Objective Function and Result Normalized
C1 = (1) 1 > 100 (b− a) +K; (100− 1) + 1 = 100 0.992396
C2 = (10) 10 > 100 (b− a) +K; (100− 10) + 1 = 99 0.988203
C3 = (50) 50 > 100 (b− a) +K; (100− 50) + 1 = 51 0.916949
C4 = (100) 100 > 100 (b− a) +K; (100− 100) + 1 = 1 0.047619
C5 = (150) 150 > 100 0; 0 0
Table 3.2: Data Results from Single Transition Guard Evaluation
C1−5 = (1, 10, 50, 100, 150) a straight-forward iteration based on the code
from algorithm 4 can take place. Table 3.2 shows an overview of which data
are connected to each chromosome as fitness evaluation of C1−5 is executed.
Using Tracey’s relational predicate map from table 3.1, the objective function
for the guard in figure 3.16 can be described as (b− a) < 0 ? 0 : (b− a) +K.
Considering the data results given in table 3.2, it is apparent that C5 is the
only chromosome that holds a valid value for the transition’s guard from
state A to B, and subsequently C5 will have a fitness value equal to zero.
Furthermore, table 3.2 demonstrates how the branch level decreases as a
input value approaches valid input for the guard condition.
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4
Tools and Frameworks
This chapter describes the tools and utilities used to develop the prototype
and assist the development of the genetic algorithm planner.
4.1 Java Programming Language
Selecting a suitable programming language for the use in implementation
raised several criteria related to our priority of technology features. Three
main prerequisites were defined in order to separate the programming lan-
guage candidates:
 High speed memory management and performance. Depending on algo-
rithm design and problem complexity, evolutionary algorithms usually
require extensive memory capacity for handling sets of generations with
solution candidates. A good programming language and its associated
runtime environment should be able to execute program instructions
without wasting or using too much of machine resources.
 Managed support for lists and garbage collection. Due to the extensive
need for lists and arrays in evolutionary algorithms, it is of great benefit
if the chosen programming language candidate can handle lists with
ease as well as performing necessary clean-up steps to preserve future
memory assets.
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 Language syntax familiarity. It is of great benefit if the selected pro-
gramming language embodies a familiar syntax for the author as both
speed of implementation and code quality would increase compared to
a programming language syntax which is unknown to the author.
The C++ and Java programming language were both identified as suitable al-
ternatives for code implementation. However, Java satisfied all prerequisites
and offered in addition a community platform holding numerous alternatives
for code editing tools and support software such as third-party tools and code
libraries. Based on these findings it was decided that the Java programming
language would be used for the main planner algorithm implementation.
4.2 Eclipse IDE
An integrated development environment (IDE) was needed to write, compile
and execute code. On the basis of selecting Java as the primary language
for code development, the choice of Eclipse as IDE was natural since it is
free of charge, fast and rich in features. Eclipse [10] is a multi-purpose IDE
with support for an array of properties such as code auto-completion, debug-
ging, automatic refactoring and an in-built console device which simplifies
monitoring applications at runtime. Figure 4.1 on the next page contains a
screenshot of the workbench environment used during code development.
4.3 The JGAP Library
The Java Genetic Algorithms Package (JGAP) [20] was considered the pri-
mary support library for planner implementation. Holding a large number of
classes with associated documentation and a highly generic structure written
in Java, JGAP was the best candidate for a genetic algorithms library. In
addition this package holds numerous references in published articles about
genetic algorithms.
JGAP was initially studied to increase the understanding of how to effi-
ciently assemble a genetic algorithm framework for evolving solution can-
didates matching the thesis problem case. As the understanding of JGAP
architecture increased and the implementation process continued, it was de-
cided not use JGAP in order to expand the author’s knowledge about genetic
algorithms. Instead own techniques and code were developed.
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Figure 4.1: Eclipse Workbench Screenshot
4.4 JACK
As a commercial product from Agent Oriented Software Pty. Ltd [12], JACK
provides a framework in Java to develop and test multi-agent systems. Re-
garded by many as the marked leader in industrial agent frameworks, JACK
is applied in severals commercial large-scale projects. As the legacy context
and problems defined by Tveter [32] were implemented in JACK, any planner
implementation described in this document should be able to integrate and
cooperate with JACK through existing interfaces.
4.5 Autonomous Agents
Though this thesis does not directly addresses autonomous agents or depends
on multi-agent theory, one of the aims of this document is to describe a so-
lution which will be utilized within an autonomous agent. However, some
very basic and introductory material is presented here to include theory and
concepts of autonomous agent in the thesis scope.
Studies of the classification of agents reveal several semantic perceptions and
perspectives on the definition of an autonomous agent within computer sci-
ence [11]. An abstract and common understanding explains an autonomous
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agent as an entity with the ability to sense and act in its domain. Russel et
al state their view as following [25]:
”An agent is anything that can be viewed as perceiving its environment through
sensors and acting upon that environment through effectors.”
Other definitions range from more abstract to more concrete visions and
explanations of agent ontology. Franklin et al. [11] has collected the above
definition in conjunction with several other definitions in order to assemble
one formal definition of the scientific nature of autonomous agents:
”An autonomous agent is a system situated within and a part of an envi-
ronment that senses that environment and acts on it, over time, in pursuit
of its own agenda and so as to effect what it senses in the future.”
Elaborating on the mentioned quotes above, autonomous agents seen from
the perspective of artificial intelligence can be regarded as units capable of
interacting, independently or dependently, with their environment within a
specific domain through stimulus from one or multiple sensors. An agent is
furthermore motivated by a set of goals, that may or may not change over
time, which drives the agent toward execution of a set of tasks or functions
within the boundaries of its planned intentions and domain.
To further explore the common classifications of autonomous agents, Franklin
et al. [11] established a list of properties to form a chart of agent character-
istics, which are represented in table 4.1.
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Property Meaning
Reactive Responds within to changes in the environment.
Autonomous Conducts independent control over its own actions.
Goal-oriented / Pro-active Does not act in pure response to the environment.
Temporally continuous A continuously running process.
Communicative Communicates with other agents.
Learning / Adaptive Can alter its own behavior based on experiences.
Mobile Is able to transport itself to other machines.
Flexible Actions performed are not necessarily prefixed or
static.
Character Has some sense of ”personality” and emotional
state.
Table 4.1: Autonomous Agents Characteristics [11]
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5
Genetic Algorithm Planner Design
For this chapter we will outline underlying material in the implemented evo-
lutionary algorithm planner. The explained rationale for the implemented
prototype is the result of research in how the main planning case can be
solved using genetic algorithms.
5.1 Choice of Method
As the thesis scope has set the use of evolutionary algorithms applied for
planning of drilling rig based operations as its main context, an ideal ap-
proach for researching this domain might include reviewing all branches of
evolutionary algorithms and investigate each class’ respective properties for
planning in our problem area. However, since time constraints make such an
effort nearly impossible, the pursuit of one detailed planning algorithm is set
to be the main strategy for the thesis contribution.
Genetic algorithms are chosen as the primary class for further exploration
as it is perhaps the best known and investigated class of evolutionary algo-
rithms, compared to the other classes. The consequences of this choice merely
implies that attempts to develop a planner solution will happen in the con-
text of genetic algorithms and associated code will be developed according
to genetic algorithm principals and techniques.
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5.2 Chromosome Representation
One of our first challenges in respect to applying genetic algorithms for the
problem case is to define and represent the chromosome in compliance with
a solution. In order to successfully represent a solution candidate for our
planning problem, the domain of operations and conditions is represented
directly within the gene and chromosome design. Operations, postconditions
and preconditions constitute the tree main components which constitute the
chromosome. A formal definition is given to represent all factors of the
planning problem. Firstly, P denotes the global set of initial states, thus
settling P as one state. Likewise, Q denotes the global set of final states, as
such Q is the target state in the transition P to Q. Secondly, an operation
is in this context defined as an action performing an unknown task related
to the application domain if its preconditions are fulfilled. The operation’s
preconditions are matched against the global set of current states, the state
CS, which is altered by the operation’s postconditions if CS satisfies all
preconditions of the operation. The operation data structure can then be
described accordingly to expression 5.1. CS can be regarded as the current
state and is initially fed with the values of P . A sequence of operations forms
a valid solution when the initial state P and current state CS are orderly
and successfully transformed to goal states Q through an array of operations.
Oi = [Preconditions,OperationID, Postconditions] (5.1)
Ci = [O1, O2, O3, ..., On] (5.2)
Each gene G in the chromosome C is represented by one operation structure
as shown in expression 5.1. The gene operation structure itself is not intended
to be internally altered and can subsequently be regarded as a pointer to a
preinitialized operation set value. Consequently, gene G holds one or several
preconditions Gpr, the operation ID Go and one or multiple postconditions
Gpo. Both Gpr and Gpo share the same set of potential conditions. Go must
contain one, and only one, operation ID. Expression 5.2 denotes the structure
of the chromosome. A valid value configuration of chromosome Ci have to
satisfy all pre- and postconditions of the genes, in this case, viewed in order
left-right. As a result, Ci is a feasible solution candidate only if gene G(j+1)pr
satisfies the conditions in CS which are altered by Gjpo where n denotes
the chromosome index and j the gene index of chromosome Ci. To enable
variable length chromosomes, the global set of operations should contain an
empty operation ID by default where the set of preconditions and postcon-
ditions are also left empty. As such, the empty operation value supports
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enabling variable length chromosomes in the initial population generation
and in the case where mutation is applied.
Table 5.1 notes five example operations with belonging conditions. To il-
lustrate a legal sequence of operations, each operation ID in table 5.1 is
assigned a gene with identical index. Assuming initial state P is set to
[A=1, B=1] and goal state Q is defined by only one sub-state value [D=1],
then the following chromosome would be evaluated with fitness value 100:
Ci = [G1, G2, G3, G4, G5]. The current state at the end of the transaction
would hold the values [A=2, B=4, C=1, D=1], but since only [D=1] is spec-
ified as goal state the sequence is valid.
Operation ID Preconditions Postconditions
1 A=1, B=1 B=2
2 A=1, B=2 B=3
3 A=1, B=3 A=2, B=4
4 B=4 C=1
5 C=1 D=1
Table 5.1: Example Set of Operations with Conditions
5.3 Genetic Operators
5.3.1 Repair
Repairing chromosomes to maintain constraints is essential in order to keep
feasible solution candidates within the search process. Since our chromosome
representation is based on a left-right order where each gene’s preconditions
have to match initial state P or current state CS, the need to repair individ-
uals with invalid sequences is vital to evolve feasible solution candidates. The
repair operator repairs individuals by selecting the longest valid chain of op-
erations found in the chromosome and removing all other genes outside of the
found sequence. This method can be regarded as a direct constraint-handling
technique [4] and is used to increase the possibility of legal sequences and
chromosomes for later modifications by the crossover and mutation operator.
One can argue that extracting the longest legal operation sequence from the
chromosome is not necessarily the best strategy for maintaining feasible in-
dividuals. Another possible strategy for repairing constraints is to score the
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sequence according to how close it is to satisfy a P → Q transition, however
such an approach was not pursued.
5.3.2 Crossover
The crossover operator is set to combine two selected individuals from the
population in order to yield two new offspring. In contrast to a one-point
crossover where an arbitrary locus [9] is selected, the two produced offspring
are ordered products of their combined parents such that for parents C1 and
C2 producing two offspring, the composition for the children is equal the
representation given in expressions 5.3 and 5.4 where C3 is the first child and
C4 denotes the second child. This type of crossover is therefore not under
influence of stochastic elements.
C3 = [C1, C2] (5.3)
C4 = [C2, C1] (5.4)
5.3.3 Mutation
This operator changes an arbitrary gene in a chromosome to a random oper-
ation subsequently altering the combined set of Gpr, Go and Gpo to another
preinitialized combined set value. As mentioned above, the mutation opera-
tor is in the only operator that allows reintroduction of an empty operation,
enabling a stochastic influence of chromosome length after the initial popu-
lation is generated.
5.4 Fitness Function
Inspired by [17], the fitness function weights each chromosome by counting
how many of the sub-states in the initial state P through CS which have
successfully been transited to Q. Formula 5.5 denotes the relative distance
to how close each chromosome is to satisfy the transition from P to Q. Algo-
rithm 5 renders pseudocode for the chosen fitness function. RL denotes the
number of genes within chromosome C that does not contain empty opera-
tions, V T the number of valid transitions between genes, and SB indicates
whether the first gene’s preconditions of C fulfills current state P . Likewise,
EB is set to true if the last gene’s postconditions of C satisfies the goal state
Q. The output produced by the fitness function ensures a fitness value in
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the range of [0, 100] where chromosomes containing a valid sequence of oper-
ations satisfying both P and Q are assigned the top fitness value of 100. In
contrast, individuals with fitness value 0.0 contain no valid sequences or any
genes that satisfy P or Q.
V T + SB + EB
RL+ 1
∗ 100 (5.5)
Input: Chromosome C to be evaluated
Input: Initial state P
Input: Final state Q
Output: Fitness value
CS = P
forall the genes G of C do
if ∀Gpr ⊆ CS then
if j = 0 then
SB = 1
end
else
V T = V T + 1
end
Apply Gpo to CS
end
else
if j 6= 0, V T 6= 0 then
V T = V T − 1
end
end
if ∀CS ⊆ Q then
EB = 1
end
end
if V T + SB + EB > 0 then
Return ((V T + SB + EB)/(RL+ 1)) ∗ 100
end
Return 0
Algorithm 5: Fitness Function Pseudocode
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5.5 Algorithm Overview
The overall flow of our genetic algorithm planner is similar to a classical
genetic algorithm metaheuristic. Firstly, the initial population is randomly
created after which the operators repair, evaluate, select, crossover and mu-
tation are applied. The order of which the operators are executed is essential
for the fitness value to assign correct values and consequently allow cur-
rent population to breed accordingly to the designed selection mechanism.
Algorithm 6 depicts the overall structure of the planner. The termination
condition can be expressed in several forms, our planner algorithm was given
a maximum number of generations as termination condition, though time
limit and minimum population applied combined or singly are suitable ter-
mination conditions. If the best fitness value assigned to an individual in the
current generation reaches the top fitness value of 100 then the candidate
will be stored and the search terminated. In contrast, provided that the best
fitness value in the population is set to value 0.0, then a solution can likely
not be found and the search is terminated to avoid further waste of hard-
ware and software resources. Constraint pre-checking [28] methods are not
applied.
Generate initial population
while !Termination condition do
Repair population
Evaluate population
Select parents from population
Recombine selected parents
Mutate population
if Best fitness value > 100 then
Save solution candidate
Terminate
end
if Best fitness value 6 0.0 then
Terminate
end
end
Algorithm 6: GA Planner Overview Pseudocode
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5.5.1 Initial Population
Both the population size and chromosome size can be set at custom values,
however for feasible sequences to be evolvable no chromosome should contain
fewer genes than that of expected solution sequence size. If no solution size is
anticipated, the gene count of each chromosome should not be less than the
number of defined operations. Increasing the chromosome size will increase
the chances of valid chains occurring in the first random population and
subsequently resulting in a shortened search time compared to sessions with
a low gene count. Consequently, a definitive parameter configuration for any
given scenario can not be stated.
5.5.2 Selection
One of the problems encounter while designing the selection mechanism for
parents was the relative high amount of less-fitted chromosomes. Applying
fitness proportional selection was therefore regarded counterproductive after
some preliminary tests and an alternative approach was studied instead. The
rank-based selection technique where individuals are ranked on the basis of
their fitness score proved to boost the overall efficiency of the search. How-
ever, it was also discovered that chromosomes which did not have fitness
scores above the generation’s average fitness value in most cases did not con-
tain a valid sequence of operations. Consequently, allowing these low-ranked
individuals the opportunity to be selected as parents was considered a hin-
der to the overall minimization of search time. Instead, chromosomes are
selected according to a fixed selection where 5% of the population below av-
erage fitness value and all individuals above average fitness value are allowed
to breed. Moreover, all individuals that are not selected for further breeding
are removed from the generation pool. Both children are passed directly to
the next generation.
This selection approach does to some extent undermine the direct stochastic
nature as found in selection mechanisms like fitness proportional selection
and ranking selection, but a gain in search efficiency was observed after ap-
plying the mentioned selection design. Such behavior may be caused by the
initial generated population; for search spaces holding many operations the
probability of generating valid sequences decreases and we are likely to see
an increase in the number of chromosomes with no valid operation sequences.
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5.5.3 Additional Parameters
The proposed theory in this section does not define the parameters for max-
imum or initial population size, chromosome length, or the mutation rate
Pm. Parameters should be explored and adjusted to each search space for
increased gained in search performance.
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6
Implementation Details
This chapter goes into the details of the genetic algorithm planner imple-
mentation and code composition.
6.1 Solution and Context Abstract
Previously described in section 4.1, the selected programming language for
code implementation is Java, consequently all code was written for Java ver-
sion 2.0. Figure 6.1 on the facing page shows the overall context for how the
solution should work with external libraries and exactly where in the chain
of actions the genetic algorithm planner is utilized. The first and foremost
element of the context diagram, the plan executer, executes the search by
invoking the Init method of JACK, specifying the planning algorithm class
which is a generalization of the Search interface. The following three next
steps in figure 6.1 adds all operations to search space and defines the initial
states P and the desired final states Q with methods addInitialState and
addToGoalState residing in class GA. After the search space and all depen-
dencies are defined, the genetic algorithm is executed by calling plan of class
GA and the plan is returned by the JACK interface. If no plan is found, the
result will simply contain a Java Object with the value of null.
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Figure 6.1: Context Diagram
6.2 Classes
The genetic algorithm planner was implemented in several classes using
object-oriented programming . A straight-forward logical division of evo-
lutionary concepts was somewhat challenging to achieve due to the several
possible architectures that potentially could serve as a good implementation
design. However, it was decided to focus on a simple architecture separating
the concept of populations, chromosomes, genes and fitness function to each
unique class holding a similar class name. For this reason, the five classes
Population, Chromosome, Gene, FitnessFunction and GA constitute the ge-
netic algorithm planner. The UML class diagram described in figure 6.3 on
page 67 covers all the methods, public data variables and constants for the
solution,
6.2.1 GA Class
The responsibility of handling the main algorithm flow of the planner was
implemented in the class GA. Prefixed values denoting maximum allowed
generations per search, population size, chromosome initial fitness value mu-
tation rate and chromosome size are defined as constants. Furthermore, class
GA is responsible for setting up desired initial state, final state as well as
search space operations in the gene value domain. Details of the procedural
code in this class is further described in section 6.3 on page 65.
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6.2.2 Population Class
To encapsulate the concept of a population holding track of one or several
generations, a class named Population was created. The responsibilities of
Population is to manage and make available the evolutionary operators re-
pair, recombine, mutate and selection for the current generation in addition
to hold a list with the actual chromosomes denoting the current generation.
Information about best solution candidate, average population fitness value
and worst fitness value is recorded for later inspection in a generated session
report. The public accessible methods evaluate, repair, selection, mutate and
crossover which are called from class GA are defined and implemented in this
class.
6.2.3 Chromosome Class
Class Chromosome serves as a data structure for holding a list of objects with
type class Gene and the chromosome’s fitness value. It is the constructor of
this class which is responsible for initially assembling the gene sequence,
taking the number of genes as the first parameter, the initial value as the
second parameter and the gene template (the value domain) as the third
parameter. The accessible methods in this class handles the sequence of
genes and manipulate genes through the clean, mutate, and repair methods.
6.2.4 Gene Class
The class Gene realizes the concept of a gene, as portrayed in genetic al-
gorithms, by enabling direct read and write access to an operation value.
In addition to the basic functionality of reading and writing the operation
object, the support for mutation handling is exercised in the methods ran-
domizeFirst and mutate. Whilst randomizeFirst ensures a mutation not
resulting in an empty value gene, mutate alters the operation value to a ran-
dom (pseudo-random) value. In an effort to strengthen the pseudo-random
possibilities within the Java class library, a static variable named multiplier is
used for calculations that depends on a random value. multiplier is increased
by one value each time it is used.
6.2.5 FitnessFunction Class
With the intention of encapsulating anything in association with the me-
chanics of assigning fitness values to chromosomes, the FitnessFunction class
embodies methods to calculate fitness scores. Method fitnessScore is the main
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component within this class, being called from Population for all individu-
als of the current generation, subsequently assigning each member a floating
point fitness value. To support calculations performed in fitnessScore, the
method canTransit is used to determinate whether or not the sequence of
genes validates the transition from P to Q.
6.3 Implementation Overview
The previous section 6.2 addressed the responsibility of code classes used
in the genetic algorithm planner, while figure 6.2 on the next page explains
the main flow in the planning algorithm. Before the main iterative process
starts, the class GA sets up the random population through the Population
class. All individuals are given the number of genes according to the value of
constant CHROMOSOME SIZE The first step in the main loop is repairing
all chromosomes as a preparation effort prior to the evaluation invocation
where each individual in the is assigned a fitness value. Furthermore, the
selection step determines which chromosomes in the current population to be
selected for further breeding according to selection method stated in chapter
5. Recombination is then applied to the stack of parents and new offspring
are gathered to be inserted in the next generation of solution candidates. The
loop is then terminated when one of two criteria is met; either the generation
count exceeds the constant MAX GENERATIONS or the best fitness value of
the current population is equal to 0 or 100 as the fitness function design makes
it impossible for a fitness value to exceed the numeric value of 100 or becoming
negative. After the search is finished, either successful or unsuccessful, the
search results are returned. In the case of an unsuccessful search, meaning
no answer has been found, the return value is null.
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Figure 6.2: Genetic Algorithm Planner Flowchart
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Figure 6.3: Genetic Algorithm Planner Class Diagram
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7
Test Case Generation
To investigate the performance of the genetic algorithm planner under dif-
ferent search space configurations, test cases are created to describe under
which circumstances the planner could potentially be of benefit. This chap-
ter describes the process of establishing such test cases and the details of
each test case.
7.1 Test Scenarios
Test cases were grouped in heaps and distributed in test scenarios where
each scenario was assigned a distinctive characteristic. The four first test
scenarios are designed to measure how the planner behaves for increasingly
larger search space configurations which later can be compared and analyzed.
The last test scenario covers application operations derived from [32]. The
test generation does not take into consideration the connectivity between
operations, i.e. how many paths exist from any given P to Q. However, all
tests are designed to contain at least one valid path.
7.2 4x4 Search Space Test Scenario
The first test scenario is based on a small search space containing no more
than seven operations. Table 7.1 states the 4x4 search space, the far left
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0,0 O1 O2
0,1 O3 O4
1,0 O5 O6
1,1 O7
0,0 0,1 1,0 1,1
Table 7.1: Search Space for Test Scenario 4x4
Test Case # P Q
1 A=0, B=0 A=1, B=0
2 A=0, B=0 A=0, B=1
3 A=1, B=0 A=0, B=0
4 A=0, B=1 A=0, B=0
5 A=1, B=1 A=1, B=0
Table 7.2: Cases for Test Scenario 4x4
column represent operation preconditions and the lower row denotes opera-
tion postconditions. E.g. preconditions for operation O1 can be read [ A=0,
B=0 ] and postconditions for the same operation are [A=0, B=1]. The main
purpose behind this type of search space configuration is to examine whether
the genetic algorithm planner is able to correctly assemble sequences of op-
erations and evolve them according to intended design. With such a small
amount of operations it is highly unlikely for the planner not to be able to
produce a plan - failing to do so will most definitely raise a flag of concern
and the planner algorithm must be inspected and repaired. Four possible
initial states P and goal states Q, as given in table 7.1 are defined for this
particular scenario. Lastly, to secure future benchmarking for all test sce-
narios the test cases defined in table 7.2 should also be executed with the
forward chaining algorithm.
7.3 8x8 Search Space Test Scenario
A natural addition to the previous test scenario with a 4x4-generated search
space is doubling the matrix to increase the number of operations, initial
states P and goal states Q. Scaling the initial 4x4-matrix from test scenario
one to a 8x8 search space matrix as shown in table 7.4 was primarily carried
forward through manual configuration and not mathematical. However, the
same percentage of operations relative to combinations in the matrix was
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Test Case # P Q
1 A=0, B=0, C=0 A=1, B=0, C=0
2 A=0, B=0, C=1 A=0, B=1, C=0
3 A=1, B=0, C=1 A=1, B=1, C=0
4 A=0, B=1, C=0 A=1, B=0, C=1
5 A=1, B=1, C=1 A=0, B=0, C=1
Table 7.3: Cases for Test Scenario 8x8
0,0,0 O1 O2 O3 O4
0,0,1 O5 O6 O7 O8 O9 O10
0,1,0 O11 O12 O13 O14
0,1,1 O15 O16 O17 O18
1,0,0 O19 O20 O21 O22
1,0,1 O23 O24
1,1,0 O25 O26
1,1,1 O27 O28
0,0,0 0,0,1 0,1,0 0,1,1 1,0,0 1,0,1 1,1,0 1,1,1
Table 7.4: Search Space for Test Scenario 8x8
preserved. For the second test scenario there are eight possible initial states
P and eight possible goal states Q as given in table 7.4. As with the first
test scenario, all test cases in table 7.3 should in addition be tested on the
forward chaining algorithm.
7.4 16x16 Search Space Test Scenario
Further expansion of the search space is carried forth by scaling the 8x8
matrix search space preserving the same percentage of operations, resulting
in a total of 112 operations for this test scenario. Table 7.5 on the next page
lists each test case where four sub-states and two possible sub-state values
constitute the operation’s properties. It is not possible to detail the search
space in a table as it is too big to be fitted on one page.
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Test Case # P Q
1 A=0, B=0, C=0, D=1 A=0, B=0, C=0, D=0
2 A=0, B=0, C=0, D=1 A=0, B=1, C=0, D=0
3 A=1, B=0, C=0, D=1 A=1, B=1, C=0, D=0
4 A=0, B=1, C=0, D=1 A=1, B=0, C=1, D=0
5 A=1, B=1, C=1, D=1 A=0, B=0, C=0, D=1
Table 7.5: Cases for Test Scenario 16x16
Test Case # P Q
1 A=0, B=0, C=1, D=0, E=0 A=0, B=1, C=1, D=0, E=1
2 A=0, B=1, C=1, D=1, E=1 A=0, B=0, C=0, D=0, E=0
3 A=1, B=0, C=0, D=1, E=0 A=1, B=1, C=0, D=0, E=0
4 A=0, B=1, C=0, D=1, E=0 A=1, B=0, C=1, D=0, E=0
5 A=1, B=1, C=1, D=1, E=0 A=0, B=0, C=0, D=1, E=0
Table 7.6: Cases for Test Scenario 32x32
7.5 32x32 Search Space Test Scenario
Holding 412 operations in total the 32x32 test scenario is intended to serve
as the upper bounds of all the tests. Determining whether the planner will
evolve shorter paths in benefit for longer paths should be answered clearly
after the test case parameters in table 7.6 are run with the solution. The pur-
pose of this scenario is also to test the planner’s capacity for handling many
operations, especially interesting is the comparison between spent search time
of the genetic algorithm planner versus the forward chaining planner. Like
the search space in the previous section, this search space is also too big to
be printed.
7.6 Application Data Test Scenario
Running tests with application data is a good way to establish if the genetic
algorithm planner yields any efficiency in overall search time and results over
forward chaining planning as described in [32]. Four test cases, as shown
in table 7.8, are randomly assembled to measure the performance of the ge-
netic algorithm planner. For the sake of conserving text space, the state
values have been renamed from BitPosition, Circulation, Oscillation, Slips,
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State Name Shortened Name Value Shortened Value
BitPosition A AboveCasingShoe 0
BitPosition A Lt1StandFromCasingShoe 1
Circulation B NotCirculating 0
Circulation B Circulating 1
Oscillation C Upper 0
Oscillation C Lower 1
Slips D Inactive 0
Slips D Active 1
Rotation E NotRotating 0
Rotation E Rotating 1
ParkBreak F Inactive 0
ParkBreak F Active 1
HoistingFunc G NotHoisting 0
HoistingFunc G Hoisting 1
Table 7.7: Test Cases for Reduced Operations Test Scenario
# P Q
1 A=0, B=0, C=0, D=1, E=0, F=1, G=0 A=0, B=0, C=0, D=1, E=0, F=0, G=0
2 A=1, D=0, F=0, G=1 A=0, D=1, F=1, G=0
3 A=1, B=0, C=0, D=0, E=0, F=0, G=1 A=0, B=1, C=1, D=1, E=0, F=1, G=0
4 A=1, B=0, D=0, E=1, F=0, G=0 A=0, B=1, D=1, E=0, F=1, G=0
Table 7.8: Test Cases for Application Data Test Scenario
Rotation, ParkBreak, HoistingFunc to A, B, C, D, E, F and G respectively.
Moreover, table 7.7 denotes the shortened values for the sub-states as well
as the shortened state names.
Analytically regarded, the search space for this scenario consists of the op-
erations defined in [32] which in total holds fourteen operations and seven
sub-states where each sub-state value domain is no more than two, i.e [1, 0]
as seen in table 7.7.
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7.7 Test Generation Summary
The purpose of test scenarios presented in this chapter is mainly to establish
data on how well the genetic algorithm functions for different sized search
spaces and also to provide a results comparison with the forward chaining
planner. We can identify four primary goals for the tests:
1. Measure time performance for an increasingly larger search space.
2. Compare the time usage of the two planners forward chaining and ge-
netic algorithm.
3. Record average best fitness value progress.
4. Test data application operations.
It can be argued that several other tests should be conducted to create a full
profile of the genetic algorithm planner, however it was decided that the most
relevant testing was linked to the number of operations, not the number of
possible paths from P to Q.
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8
Test Results
In this chapter we will present the results from the test scenarios stated in
the previous chapter and utilize the results to create a profile of the genetic
algorithm planner.
8.1 Environment for Testing
All tests were conducted on the same laptop computer with hardware spec-
ifications describing a dual-core 64-bit CPU at clock speed 2.20 GHz, four
gigabytes memory and Windows 7 as the functioning operating system. The
Java VM ran in an emulated 32-bit mode and was setup with 512 of dedi-
cated memory. Tests were executed manually one by one through invocation
from the Eclipse IDE. No other Java applications were resident in the heap
memory at the time of testing to ensure full resource allocation to the plan-
ner. Due to the stochastic nature of the genetic algorithm planner, all test
cases were run minimum three times in order to yield a picture of possible
aberrations and to form a statistical foundation. Mutation rate Pm was set
at 0.05, chromosome size was preinitialized at value 10 and population count
at 15000 for test scenario one, two, three and four in order to bring a com-
mon plateau for the evolution process which later is measured and visualized.
The count 15000 is quite a high number of chromosomes for an evolutionary
algorithm, however the value was set deliberately in order to decrease search
time as repeated tests are somewhat time expensive. For test scenario five,
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the chromosome size was also set at 10. All test scenario results embeds
one table describing the genetic algorithm planner results and one additional
table for the forward chaining planner results. The forward chain planner al-
gorithm was executed with the same test case input as the genetic algorithm
planner
8.2 4x4 Search Space Test Scenario Results
Results in table 1 in the appendix indicate that there is no guarantee for
the planner to select the shortest possible path. Nor do the results give any
clues toward a pattern for how many times the shortest path is selected in
preference for a longer path. Moreover, the results for test case one reveals
that there is not necessarily any connection between the size of found solution
and the total amount of time used for search. The combined average best
fitness value progress for all test cases in this test scenario is visualized in
figure 8.2 on page 79. Comparing the two planners results clearly shows that
the forward chaining algorithm is both faster and more accurate with respect
to finding the shortest path. All runs used a maximum of two generations to
evolve a valid path.
8.3 8x8 Search Space Test Results
The results from testing the 8x8 search space scenario do not differ greatly
from the previous section’s results. Table 3 in the appendix concludes the test
results, indicating a 22% increase in the average time spent for each search
compared to the previous scenario. Apparently there is still no guarantee
for the genetic algorithm planner to find shortest or optimal paths as this
is clearly evident in test case 1 of table 3 where three different and unique
paths are found. Moreover, all test cases used exactly three generations
before termination, figure 8.3 on page 80 depicts the average best fitness
value spread over these generations. Table 4 in the appendix displays results
for the forward chain algorithm where all found paths are optimal and average
spent search time is 0.0442 seconds, making the forward chain approach faster
and more efficient than the genetic algorithm planner.
8.4 16x16 Search Space Test Results
The perhaps most interesting for the 16x16 search space test results is not
necessarily that of the GA planner, but the evident time leap in the forward
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chaining where the average total time has reached 24,588 seconds. In com-
parison, the average total time of the genetic algorithm planner is 0,9284
seconds, an increase of 46% and 23% compared to the 8x8 and 16x16 search
space time usage. The results, given in table 5 and 6 in the appendix, do not
yield any surprising elements taken into consideration the development from
the two previous scenario results. Four generations were in average needed
to conclude a path.
8.5 32x32 Search Space Test Results
The forward chain planner results, stated in table 8 in the appendix, does not
yield any results as neither of the test case searches finished within one hour
after being invoked. Estimating the accumulated time for the forward chain
planner results is therefore somewhat difficult, but further investigations for
this issue will be covered in section 8.7. No more than four generations on
average were needed for a valid path was found by the genetic algorithm
planner. As the results in table 7 show, an overall slight increase from the
previous 16x16 test scenario is registered.
8.6 Application Data Test Results
The results from the application data test scenario do not deviate greatly
from other results described in this chapter as the same pattern of result
data in other test scenarios continues. Results of application data tests in
table 9 in the appendix indicate that overall the genetic algorithm planner
will use no more than 1.5 seconds to evolve a solution path for all given test
cases in contrast to the forward chaining planner which uses anywhere from
0.045 seconds to 45 seconds as seen in table 10. However, the consistent
quality of the plans produced by the genetic algorithm planner is in no way
optimal, this is apparent in the first run of test case one in table 9 where
only one operation is needed to satisfy the transition from P to Q, and the
proposed plan contains three operations. Though all three operations are
valid in the perspective that they do fulfill the sub-states criterion, such a
plan would only cause confusion if executed on a real life drilling rig. The
worst example of this is the last run of the last test case in table 9 where
only five operations are needed to validate P → Q, but nine operations are
proposed. No more than 3 generations were in average needed to evolve a
plan.
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8.7 Results Discussion
An overall average time usage comparison between the genetic algorithm and
forward chain planners for the first four test scenarios is combined and de-
picted as a single graph in figure 8.1 on page 79 which is plotted according
to the values in table 8.1 on the following page. Records in table 8.1 sug-
gest a near linear growth in accumulated time as the number of operations
in the search space quadruples for each test scenario. In comparison, the
forward chaining algorithm spends less time for search spaces holding 28 or
fewer operations. Though it can not be stated for certain exactly where
the turning point for the forward chaining technique to be less efficient as
there are no tests with more than 28 operations and less than 112 operations.
Figure 8.2, 8.3, 8.4 and 8.5 are graphs of the average best fitness values for
the genetic algorithm planner. The figures are gathered from each scenario,
as such figure 8.2 visualizes the data from test scenario 4x4, 8.3 scenario
8x8, 8.4 scenario 16x16 and 8.5 scenario 32x32. With the first graph, figure
8.2, shows a clear rise of fitness value from the initial random population till
the first generation, however as the number of operations increases over the
course of the next test scenarios it seems that the average best fitness value
is becoming increasingly linear. The initial ”jump” in the fitness value as
seen in graph 8.2 is therefore gradually evened out.
As seen in stated result tables for the various test scenario, occurring more
than one time are two side effects of evolution ”laziness”. The first example
of this is apparent in table 9 in the appendix, run 2 in test case 2, where the
operation ”deactivateparkbreak” is placed right after ”activateparkbreak”.
If this sub-sequence was to be executed, a real-life drilling string would first
have its breaks enabled following the release of the same breaks, which makes
no sense and only constructs excessive and unnecessary behavior. The second
example builds on the same concept, but instead of the operations standing
next to one another, the operations are spread across the entire plan. Mean-
ing that if the initial state P defines park breaks as deactivated and final
state Q does not specify another value for the park break sub-state, then
having the park breaks activated and deactivated within the plan is not op-
timal. The reason behind this evolutionary ”laziness” can be found in the
fitness function as scores are assigned after the validity of plans and the over-
all applicability of the plan is not taken into consideration.
The chromosome size was set at the prefixed value of 10 due to the fact
that no plan in any of the given test cases requires more than ten operations
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Scenario Num. Operations GA avg. total time FW avg. total time
4x4 7 0.6340 sec 0.0104 sec
8x8 28 0.7766 sec 0.0442 sec
16x16 112 0.9284 sec 24.588 sec
32x32 448 1.1378 sec NA
Table 8.1: Planners Average Total Time Comparison Table
to transit from P to Q. It was noted during minor experiments that the
count of genes in a chromosome affected the amount of accumulated genera-
tions per search, where an increased size meant more generations and fewer
genes resulted in less generations.
Having 15 000 as the population count is quite a high number, however
as stated earlier in the chapter, this value was set deliberately high in order
to increase the chances of valid sequences occurring in the initial random
population as an effort to speed up the search. Due to the design of the algo-
rithm, it is fair to assume that increasing the population count will also speed
up the search process which can be relevant on oil drilling platforms systems .
An important finding during the testing was noticed in regards to muta-
tion and empty operations. Empty operations were deprecated and removed
from the gene value domain as they simply proved counterproductive in that
valid sequences were damaged.
Preliminary experiment results indicate that the genetic algorithm planner
can be efficient on certain combinations of input data and that overall search
time is not necessarily greater for longer sequences than shorter sequences,
however more tests are needed to establish rules for different types of input
configurations where the degree of connectivity within operation compatibil-
ities vary.
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Figure 8.1: Average GA and FW Planner Time Usage
Figure 8.2: Average Best Fitness Value Progress for Test Scenario 4x4
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Figure 8.3: Average Best Fitness Value Progress for Test Scenario 8x8
Figure 8.4: Average Best Fitness Value Progress for Test Scenario 16x16
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Figure 8.5: Average Best Fitness Value Progress for Test Scenario 32x32
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9
Conclusion and Future Work
This is the final section of the thesis, describing the overall achievements,
conclusions and future work.
9.1 Achievements
This thesis describes and explains how to successfully design a genetic al-
gorithm for sequence planning of operations with attached constraints. The
proposed planner represents a great efficiency improvement over the forward
chaining algorithm as test data reveals a near-linear time progression mak-
ing it possible to predict time usage for new search space configurations. In
addition to a formal definition and practical implementation of the solution,
this document has looked into several state of the art aspects of evolutionary
algorithms that may prove useful for the domain of the problem. We can
therefore conclude the following list of achievements:
1. Identified state of the art material in domains relevant to the problem
area.
2. Formalized a theory of how genetic algorithms and thus evolutionary
algorithms may be utilized for planning of operations.
3. Implemented a genetic algorithm planner prototype and executed a
series of tests.
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The listed achievement are in correlation with the research goals stated in
chapter 1, and we can therefore consider the main goals of this thesis as
fulfilled.
9.2 Conclusion
Throughout this thesis we have gathered, explored and researched material in
various fields of evolutionary algorithms. The chosen research method which
proposes combining the method of evolutionary algorithms with operational
planning for drilling rigs has given the thesis a certain degree of flexibility
when approaching a solution. This approach, where the focus on design and
tests are an important part of the overall contribution, has likely participated
in a direct formalization of theory which was processed to create a planner
prototype. Many options were left untouched in regards to possible designs of
the planner algorithm, and some of the material presented in chapter 3 have
not been further used for theoretical and practical considerations, but have
contributed to form an overview and understanding of possibilities within
the subject. In chapter 5, genetic algorithms were chosen as the main ap-
proach for designing a planning algorithm, and subsequently the theory and
implementation followed techniques derived from genetic algorithms. How-
ever, genetic programming could have been further processed for solving the
planning problem in this thesis. Ideally the remaining classes of evolutionary
algorithms could also have been looked into. Therefore we can not claim
that we have covered all perspectives of planning in evolutionary computing,
rather we have touched on a relatively small gathering of topics in pursuit of
a planner driven by evolutionary algorithms theory.
Several issues in the perspective of applying the theory presented in chapter
5 for drilling rigs requires further discussion. A primary aspect when dealing
with real-time planning for an operational drilling rig is the necessity of hav-
ing plans served within a short time span after requests by the autonomous
agents. Such demands are valid for hard real-time data systems which are
characterized as systems with critical demands of response time [18]. If a
valid plan transitioning from P to Q is not found and successfully returned
within a given specified time window then the consequences may cause severe
failure to the drilling rig or even bring catastrophic results. However, soft
real-time data systems do not define equally strict the requirements in that
boundaries for acceptable response times are less crisp and more gradual.
Taken into consideration the time usages found in our thesis, applying the
proposed planner for soft real-time constraint based systems can be consid-
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ered a realistic alternative for the application domain. Even if the solution
was to be further optimized for speed performance, the stochastic nature
of evolutionary algorithms yields an element of non-determinism and should
therefore be subjected to thorough testing of all possible input combinations
before concluding with certainty that the solution will deliver a valid plan.
As the presented planning technique in this thesis describes an algorithm
to plan for operation sequences, it can not be regarded as complete or as
an optimal solution for all planning problems within the problem domain.
However, as mentioned above, it is reasonable to assume that the planner can
be utilized for soft real-time constraint scenarios, given that the search space
is tested in advance. Though results in chapter 8 clearly indicate a working
solution in terms of functionality in planning, we have yet to investigate the
various degrees of connectivity within the search space and how that affects
the search process and subsequent plan output.
Assembling a strategy for testing the solution did offer several challenges
as a search space containing operations can be put together in numerous
ways. We decided, however, to maintain focus on the number of operations
in the search space and not the number of paths from initial state to goal
state. The mentioned choice has its implications; we can not establish for
certain how the planning algorithm will behave in a search space with a
high number of operations and a low number of valid paths. Addressing this
issue should be highly prioritized if further work on the solution is considered.
Lastly, we can conclude that the genetic algorithm planner proposed in this
thesis is not an anytime algorithm [37]. This implies that the planner must
under all circumstances finish its search before a result can be delivered back
to its respective agent and is subsequently not able to guarantee a partially
valid plan if prematurely terminated.
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9.3 Future Work and Investigations
The scientific coverage of the proposed solution in this thesis is not complete
and can therefore be studied more thoroughly in further research. The fol-
lowing list proposes issues which should be further addressed:
1. Hybrid approaches should be considered for further experiments in or-
der to minimize search time and maximize the quality of search results.
Simulated annealing is one search approach which is discussed in this
document but not further used.
2. Benchmarking the proposed solution with other types of search tech-
niques may create a realistic image of how well the planner really func-
tions. In this thesis we have only presented a comparison with forward
chaining planning which is perhaps one of the most time expensive
search algorithms.
3. Further investigations should take place to research the possibility with
integrating the proposed operations planner with existing planners, po-
tentially creating an uniform theory of genetic algorithm planners.
4. Researching operations planning with the use of other evolutionary
algorithms techniques is necessary to get a complete overview of the
different strengths brought forward by the different classes.
5. The genetic algorithm planner depends on a random generator for the
mutation operator and especially for initial population generation. The
implementation of the class Random in Java is not based on a true
random generator, but on a pseudo-random predictable mathematical
formula. A true random generator should be integrated and tested to
see if any differences in results can be detected.
6. There can be various degrees of connectivity within an operation search
space. Mapping how the planner behaves in scenarios where there are
many operations but few paths and how such parameters affect the
overall search time and plan quality would increase the understanding
of applicability.
7. Examining the possibilities of adapting parts of or the entire proposed
planning algorithm to comply with the criteria for anytime algorithms.
Successfully enabling the planner to always return a partial but valid
result may be of benefit for real-life applications.
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Appendices
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Test Case # Run # Setup Time Total Time Solution
1 1 0.166 0.618 O2
1 2 0.099 0.685 O1, O3, O2
1 3 0.105 0.557 O1, O3, O2
2 1 0.103 0.621 O1
2 2 0.103 0.645 O1
2 3 0.106 0.702 O2, O6, O7, O1
3 1 0.105 0.640 O5, O3
3 2 0.110 0.674 O5, O3
3 3 0.101 0.650 O5, O3
4 1 0.104 0.543 O4, O7
4 2 0.104 0.539 O3
4 3 0.135 0.698 O3
5 1 0.105 0.651 O7, O2
5 2 0.123 0.647 O7, O1, O2, O3
5 3 0.120 0.641 O7, O2
Table 1: GA Planner Results for 4x4 Search Space Scenario
Test Case # Total Time Solution
1 0.011 O2
2 0.011 O1
3 0.009 O5, O3
4 0.011 O3
5 0.010 O7, O2
Table 2: FC Planner Results for 4x4 Search Space Scenario
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Test Case # Run # Setup Time Total Time Solution
1 1 0.090 0.789 O4, O24, O8, O24, O7
1 2 0.090 0.776 O3
1 3 0.091 0.813 O4, O24, O6, O7
2 1 0.100 0.836 O7, O19
2 2 0.103 0.813 O9, O25
2 3 0.108 0.789 O9, O25
3 1 0.094 0.796 O24, O5, O3, O21
3 2 0.101 0.650 O23, O4, O23, O4, O24, O9
3 3 0.137 0.732 O23, O4, O23, O3, O21
4 1 0.095 0.734 O11, O12, O16, O8
4 2 0.093 0.772 O13, O26, O16, O8
4 3 0.138 0.829 O12, O16, O6, O6, O8
5 1 0.099 0.834 O14, O27, O4
5 2 0.110 0.677 O7, O1, O2, O3
5 3 0.134 0.809 O14, O27, O4
Table 3: GA Planner Results for 8x8 Search Space Scenario
Test Case # Total Time Solution
1 0.025 O3
2 0.026 O5, O1
3 0.054 O24, O9
4 0.085 O12, O15, O4
5 0.031 O28
Table 4: FC Planner Results for 8x8 Search Space Scenario
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Test Case # Run # Setup Time Total Time Solution
1 1 0.101 1.013 O8, O93, O5
1 2 0.106 0.907 O5
1 3 0.124 0.950 O5
2 1 0.130 0.965 O9
2 2 0.116 1.019 O15, O90, O9
2 3 0.124 0.966 O10, O50, O50, O49
3 1 0.114 0.969 O84, O68, O37
3 2 0.089 0.793 O82, O50, O53
3 3 0.093 0.838 O81, O45
4 1 0.120 1.011 O52, O68, O35
4 2 0.106 0.983 O52, O68, O35
4 3 0.091 0.875 O49, O48, O112, O35
5 1 0.109 0.852 O111, O27, O106
5 2 0.115 0.851 O110
5 3 0.121 0.934 O111, O18
Table 5: GA Planner Results for 16x16 Search Space Scenario
Test Case # Total Time Solution
1 25.983 O5
2 21.277 O9
3 34.708 O85
4 29.091 O51, O57, O7
5 11.881 O110
Table 6: FC Planner Results for 16x16 Search Space Scenario
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Test Case # Run # Setup Time Total Time Solution
1 1 0.191 1.409 O83, O406
1 2 0.125 1.107 O76, O342
1 3 0.107 1.130 O75, O326
2 1 0.117 1.139 O270, O425
2 2 0.104 1.083 O268, O414, O241
2 3 0.122 1.199 O257
3 1 0.118 1.178 O198, O245
3 2 0.159 1.290 O207, O437
3 3 0.095 1.038 O197, O229
4 1 0.100 1.085 O415, O257, O14
4 2 0.095 1.032 O416, O274, O30
4 3 0.097 1.015 O416, O279, O126
5 1 0.102 1.172 O311
5 2 0.106 1.094 O310, O249, O391
5 3 0.105 0.869 O306, O188, O415
Table 7: GA Planner Results for 32x32 Search Space Scenario
Test Case # Total Time Solution
1 NA NA
2 NA NA
3 NA NA
4 NA NA
5 NA NA
Table 8: FC Planner Results for 32x32 Search Space Scenario
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Test
Case
#
Run
#
Setup
Time
Total
Time
Solution
1 1 0.1880 1.429 setcirculation,
stopcirculation, activateparkbreak
1 2 0.1110 1.283 deactivateparkbreak
1 3 0.1070 1.192 deactivateparkbreak
2 1 0.1030 0.669 halthoisting, gotocasedsection, gotomaxhook-
position, activateparkbreak
2 2 0.1480 0.721 activateparkbreak, deactivateparkbreak,
halthoisting, gotocasedsection, haltrotation,
gotomaxhookposition, activateslips, acti-
vateparkbreak
2 3 0.1040 0.673 halthoisting, gotocasedsection, gotomaxhook-
position, activateparkbreak, setcirculation, ac-
tivateslips
3 1 0.1050 0.974 halthoisting, gotocasedsection, gotooscilat-
temin, activateparkbreak, activateslips, setcir-
culation
3 2 0.1030 0.955 halthoisting, setcirculation, activateparkbreak,
deactivateparkbreak, gotocasedsection, go-
tooscillatemin, activateparkbreak, activateslips
3 3 0.1080 0.972 halthoisting, setcirculation, gotooscillatemin,
gotocasedsection, gotooscillatemin, acti-
vateparkbreak, activateslips
4 1 0.1090 0.745 activateparkbreak, setcirculation, deacti-
vateparkbreak, haltrotation, gotooscillatemin,
gotocasedsection, activateprakbreak, activates-
lips
4 2 0.1100 1.065 haltrotation, gotomaxhookposition, gotocased-
section, setcirculation, activateslips, acti-
vateparkbreak
4 3 0.1180 0.737 setcirculation, stopcirculation, gotomaxhook-
position, setcirculation, gotomaxhookposition,
gotocasedsection, haltrotation, activatepark-
break, activateslips
Table 9: GA Planner Results for Application Data Test
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Test Case # Total Time Solution
1 0.045 deactivateparkbreak
2 45.534 halthoisting, gotocasedsection, activateslips, acti-
vateparkbreak
3 1.012 halthoisting, gotocasedsection, gotooscilliatemin, ac-
tivateslips, activateparkbreak, setcirculation
4 7.873 gotocasedsection,activateparkbreak, haltrotation, ac-
tivateslips, setcirculation
Table 10: FC Planner Results for Application Data Test
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Abstract—Finding a feasible sequence of operations with
associated constraints using genetic algorithms can be a time
exhausting endeavor entailing challenges with design of chromo-
some structure and algorithm architecture. This paper describes
a formal structure for chromosomes in operation and action
planning in conjunction with a genetic algorithm approach for
solving the constraint-based sequence problem. The solution is
based on variable length representation input, and different
evolutionary operators are applied to evolve solution candidates.
A detailed outline of the applied operators and of the fitness
function is emphasized in order to highlight the workings of the
presented evolutionary approach.
Index Terms—Genetic algorithms, autonomous systems, plan-
ning, sequence planning, constraint-based sequences
I. INTRODUCTION
The planning of a sequence of constraint-based operations
is an optimization problem that involves computing a chain of
operations appearing in a valid left-right or right-left order.
This type of planning can be applied to multi-agent and
autonomous systems where a need to plan actions for one or
several agents may occur [8]. Our current research focuses on
developing robust planning algorithms for use in High North
Sea oil drilling rigs managed by autonomous systems. For this
scenario a human operator is responsible for controlling the
collected near future goals of the oil rig instead of performing
micromanagement decisions such as directly controlling the
position of the drill string or adjusting pump pressure. To be
able to manage the oil rig’s overall behavior, the operator is
informed of the oil rigs system state which embody several
mappings of sub-states and their respective values. Adjusting
the oil rig from current system state to a goal state is conducted
through a sequence of operations which manage low-level
actions and consequently executes hardware machinery in-
structions. The planning of chains with valid operations yields
several issues related to planning algorithms and designs as
many factors such as search efficiency, speed and accuracy
must be thoroughly considered. Our proposal here for utilizing
genetic algorithms in planning of operations is however in no
form domain dependent. Other scenarios in various domains
may apply the same theory for customized necessities and
configurations.
II. BACKGROUND
A. Genetic Algorithms
Genetic algorithms (GA) introduced by Holland [7] are
stochastic search techniques which attempt to simulate certain
rules and structures of natural and biological selection. The
Darwinian principle of ”survival of the fittest” [6] is mimicked
as a GA attempts to evolve solutions through the use of various
evolutionary operators [4] applied to generations of individuals
often termed chromosomes [5]. Each chromosome contains
one or multiple genes which may be encoded in any data
structure suitable to evolve solution candidates. Every member
of any given population is subjected to fitness evaluation where
an individual is assessed accordingly to how good or poor
its genetic configuration reflects a solution. Such a score is
often termed the fitness value or fitness score. A solution
may have been found when the population converges into
one chromosome or when the fitness value of an individual
reaches maximum or minimum fitness value depending on
fitness function design. Attempting to evolve a solution where
the order of each gene contained inside the chromosome is not
trivial can be regarded as constraint-based problem. The tax-
onomy of GA constraint handling describes indirect and direct
constraint handling as two main areas for which constraints can
be managed and maintained [1]. Indirect constraint handling
leaves the responsibility of constraint management to the
fitness function, whilst a direct constraint handling procedure
delegates constraint management to any of the evolutionary
operators.
B. Operations and Constraints
The explained case in this paper revolves about the planning
of operations with associated constraints. An operation is in
this context an action performing an unknown task if its
preconditions are fulfilled. Preconditions are checked against a
global set of current states P which is altered by the operation’s
postconditions if P satisfies all preconditions. The operation
data structure can be described accordingly to expression 1. A
sequence of operations forms a valid solution when the set of
initial states and current states P are successfully transfered
to goal states Q through an array of operations.
Oi = [Preconditions,OperationID, Postconditions] (1)
1
III. THE GA PLANNER
A. Chromosome Representation
Each gene G in the chromosome C is represented by
one operation structure as shown in expression 1 and 2.
The gene operation structure itself is not intended to be
altered and can subsequently be regarded as a pointer to a
preinitialized operation. Consequently, gene G holds one or
several preconditions Gpr, the operation ID Go and one or
multiple postconditions Gpo. Both Gpr and Gpo share the
same set of potential conditions. Go must contain one, and
only one, operation ID. A valid configuration of chromosome
Cn have to satisfy all pre- and postconditions of the genes,
in this case, viewed in order left-right. As a result, Cn is a
feasible solution candidate only if gene G(j+1)pr satisfies the
conditions in P which are altered by Gjpo where n denotes
the chromosome index and j the gene index of chromosome
Cn. To enable variable length chromosomes, the global set of
operations should contain an empty operation ID by default
where the set of preconditions and postconditions are also left
empty.
Ci = [Oj , Ok, Om, ...On] (2)
Table I notes five example operations with belonging con-
ditions. To illustrate a legal sequence of operations, each
operation ID in table I is assigned a gene with identical index.
Assuming current state P is set to [A=1, B=1] and goal state
Q is defined by only one sub-state value [D=1], then the
following chromosome would be evaluated with fitness value
100: Ci = [G1, G2, G3, G4, G5]. The current state at the end of
the transaction would hold the values [A=2, B=4, C=1, D=1],
but since only [D=1] is specified as goal state the sequence is
valid.
TABLE I
EXAMPLE SET OF OPERATIONS WITH CONDITIONS
Operation ID Preconditions Postconditions
1 A=1, B=1 B=2
2 A=1, B=2 B=3
3 A=1, B=3 A=2, B=4
4 B=4 C=1
5 C=1 D=1
B. Initial Population
Both the population size and chromosome size can be
set at custom values, however for feasible sequences to be
evolvable no chromosome should contain fewer genes than
that of expected solution sequence size. If no solution size is
anticipated, the gene count of each chromosome should not
be less than the number of defined operations. Increasing the
chromosome size will increase the chances of valid chains
occurring in the first random population and subsequently
resulting in a shortened search time compared to sessions
with a low gene count. Consequently, a definitive parameter
configuration for any given scenario can not be stated.
C. Selection and Operators
1) Selection: Chromosomes are selected according to rank
selection. All individuals that are not selected for further
crossover are removed. Only the highest fitted of the selected
parents will after crossover be allowed further participation in
the next generation.
2) Repair: This operator repairs individuals by selecting
the longest valid sequence of operations found in the chro-
mosome and removing all other genes outside of the found
sequence. This method can be regarded as a direct constraint-
handling technique [1] and is used to increase the possibility
of legal sequences and chromosomes for later modifications
by the crossover and mutation operator.
3) Crossover: This operator combines two selected individ-
uals from the population in order to yield two new offspring.
In contrast to classical GA crossover where a random locus [5]
is selected, the two produced offspring are ordered products
of their combined parents such that for parents C1 and C2
producing two offspring, the composition for the first child is
C3 = [C1, C2] and C4 = [C2, C1] for the second child.
4) Mutation: This operator changes a random gene in a
chromosome to a random operation subsequently altering Gpr,
Go and Gpo. Mutation is set to have a 5 % chance of occurring
for each chromosome in all generations.
D. Fitness Function
The fitness function weights each chromosome by counting
how many initial current states have successfully been transited
to Q. Formula 3 denotes the relative distance to how close each
chromosome is to satisfy the transition from P to Q. Algorithm
1 renders pseudo code for the chosen fitness function. RL
denotes the number of genes within chromosome C that does
not contain empty operations, V T the number of valid transi-
tions between genes, and SB indicates whether the first gene’s
preconditions of C fulfills current state P . Likewise, EB is set
to true if the last gene’s postconditions of C satisfies the goal
state Q. The output produced by the fitness function ensures
a fitness value in the range of [0, 100] where chromosomes
containing a valid sequence of operations satisfying both P
and Q are assigned fitness value 100. In contrast, individuals
with fitness value 0.0 contain no valid sequences nor any genes
that satisfy P or Q.
V T + SB + EB
RL+ 1
∗ 100 (3)
E. Algorithm Overview
The overall flow of our GA planner is similar to a classical
GA metaheuristic. Firstly, the initial population is randomly
created after which the operators repair, evaluate, select,
crossover and mutation are applied. The order of which the
operators are executed is essential for the fitness value to assign
correct values and consequently allow current population to
breed accordingly to mentioned selection. Algorithm 2 depicts
the overall structure of the GA planner. The termination
Input: Chromosome C to be evaluated
Output: Fitness value
forall the genes G of C do
if ∀Gpr ⊆ P then
if j = 0 then
SB = 1
end
else
V T = V T + 1
end
Assign Gpo to P
end
else
if j 6= 0, V T 6= 0 then
V T = V T − 1
end
end
if ∀P ⊆ Q then
EB = 1
end
end
if V T + SB + EB > 0 then
Return ((V T + SB + EB)/(RL+ 1)) ∗ 100
end
Return 0
Algorithm 1: Fitness Function
condition can be expressed in several forms, our GA planner
was given a maximum number of generations as termination
condition, though time limit and minimum population applied
combined or singly are suitable termination conditions. If the
best fitness value assigned to an individual in the current
generation reaches the top fitness value of 100 then the
candidate will be stored and the search terminated. In contrast,
provided that the best fitness value in the population is set to
value 0.0, then a solution can likely not be found and the
search is terminated to avoid further waste of hardware and
software resources. Constraint pre-checking [9] methods are
not applied.
Generate initial population
while !Termination condition do
Repair population
Evaluate population
Select parents from population
Recombine selected parents
Mutate population
if Best fitness value ≥ 100 then
Save solution candidate
Terminate
end
if Best fitness value ≤ 0.0 then
Terminate
end
end
Algorithm 2: GA Planner Overview
IV. MAIN RESULTS
The GA planner was implemented in the Java programming
language and tested under the Windows XP operating system.
Experiments were set up as test cases to resemble one of
multiple scenarios related to autonomous oil rig planning,
though with a highly reduced set of operations. All test cases
were executed in a single thread on a dual 1.66 GHz CPU with
512 MB of dedicated memory. The same set of operations
and conditions was used for all the test cases as test data
whilst the current state and goal state parameters were changed
for each test case. One important change was imposed on
the fitness function in order to test the GA planner without
assigning every sub-state an initial value, this modification
consisted of enabling all the non-specified sub-states to hold
all potential values, e.g a precondition defined by [A=1, B=1]
will be satisfied even though only sub-state [A=1] is initially
described in current state P .
Table II describes the fourteen operations and associated
conditions that constitute the set of static test data. The seven
letters [A,...,G] each represent a sub-state with the potential to
hold two values [1, 2]. The map of various test cases described
in table III are composed in a way to ensure possibility of
the GA planner to find both longer and shorter sequences,
including solutions containing only one operation. In addition,
one test case where no feasible solution exists in the search
space (test case # 3) was defined. Time spent for each test case
was calculated and recorded to render the relative time usage.
Results for all the test cases are stated in table IV where the
search result and the time measurements are noted. The initial
population size was set to 15000 and the default chromosome
length was prefixed at value 80.
Results suggests that the GA planner does not necessarily
spend more time finding solutions containing longer sequences
than shorter valid sequences. Moreover, the GA planner uses
considerable time for scenarios where no solutions exist in
the search space. Figure II depicts the best fitness value
progress for test case # 2 which reveal a total number of 262
accumulated generations before best fitness value reaches 0.0
and the search is terminated. Figure I visualizes a sample run of
test case # 6 in respect to generations used to evolve a solution.
For both figure I and II the Y-axis denotes the best fitness value
and the X-axis indicates the generation count. Whilst the search
presented in figure I uses only three generations to achieve a
best fitness value of 84.61, ten more generations are needed
to rise from fitness value 81.81 to 100. Such behavior is also
found in other test runs and indicates that the GA planner may
under certain conditions spend the majority of a search process
to find the last missing operations for a sequence to validate.
Testing the proposed GA planner yielded several questions
related to the nature and connectivity of the test data. Regarded
from the perspective of network topology [3], the input data
may alter the behavior of the GA planner performance-wise
as the connectivity of operations and conditions vary.
TABLE II
OPERATIONS AND CONDITIONS FOR ALL TEST CASES
Operation Preconditions Postconditions
O1 A=1 A=2
O2 A=2, B=1, C=1, E=1 A=2, B=2
O3 A=2, C=1, E=1 A=2, G=2
O4 A=2, C=1, E=1 A=2, G=1
O5 F=1 F=2
O6 C=1, F=2 F=1
O7 A=2, C=2, F=2 A=2, C=2
O8 A=2, C=2 Ø
O9 A=2, C=1, F=2 C=2
O10 C=2 C=1
O11 E=1 E=2
O12 E=2 E=1
O13 D=1 D=2
O14 D=2 D=1
TABLE III
TEST CASES WITH CURRENT STATE AND GOAL STATE
Test Case # Current State Goal State
1 A=1 A=2
2 B=1 B=2
3 B=2 B=1
4 C=2 C=1
5 A=1, C=1, E=1, G=2 C=2, E=2, G=1
6 A=1, B=1, C=1, E=1 B=2, A=2, C=2, E=2
7 C=2, E=1 C=1, E=2
8 G=1 G=2
Fig. 1. Best Fitness Value Progress for Test Case # 6
V. CONCLUSION
This paper introduced an approach for genetic algorithms
to be utilized for planning of constraint-based sequences with
operations and conditions. The solution method is based on
a direct constraint handling technique to repair constraints
and a relative distance calculation to weight how close a
chromosome is to transit from initial current states P to goal
states Q. Preliminary experiment results indicate that the GA
planner can be highly efficient on certain combinations of input
data and that overall search time is not necessarily greater
for longer sequences than shorter sequences, however more
research is needed to establish rules for different types of input
configurations where the degree of connectivity vary. Further
work should also experiment with hybrid genetic algorithm
TABLE IV
TEST CASE RESULTS
Test Case # Top Solution Search Time
1 O1 4.078 sec.
2 O6, O5, O13, O2 5.688 sec.
3 None 38.406 sec.
4 O10 3.140 sec.
5 O1, O14, O2, O4, O11, O9, O5 5.172 sec.
6 O1, O4, O2, O8, O11 4.078 sec.
7 O14, O13, O11, O10 5.609 sec.
8 O4, O3 5.578 sec.
Fig. 2. Best Fitness Value Progress for Test Case # 3
techniques [2] to faster find last missing operations.
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